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ABSTRACT

A total of 1-2O Interlake forage producers r^/ere

interviewed using a standardized guestionnaire to gather data

on their farm operations in general, their forage production

systems in particular and personal information such as âgê,

l-evel- of education and ethnicity. Data retating to forage

production became the base for the development of a Forage

Production Classification System. In this system forage

producers v/ere assigned to l- of 4 classes, with Class L being

an excell-ent system and Class 4 a poor system.

characteristics of forage producers in each of the 4 crasses

\¡/ere then identif ied using general farm data and personal

inforrnation.

Cl-ass l- forage producers hrere dominated by dairymen

farming in the land-resource unit of Red River/Osborne and

forage-seed producers with farms in Arborg/peguis. Class 2

producers of forage included cattlemen that farmed in the

land-resource unit of rnwood/Mereb and dairy farmers located

outside of Red River/osborne. crass 3 forage producers were

concentrated in Red River/osborne but comprised mainry of
cattlemen. The poorest forage producers, those in Cl_ass 4,

r¡¡ere cattlemen located in either rsafold or rnwood/Mereb.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Agricultural geographers are distinct from other

agrologists in that they seek to identify, measure and explain

the spatial differentiation of agriculture. Vühile the study

of primary farrn commodities has long been a focus of interest
in agricultural geography, the literature is dominated by

studies of high-val-ue commodities such as milk (Howe 1985 i23S-

52) , wheat (Tarrant 1984247-58) and corn (Keddie 1983:223-

39). Forage crops and other relatively low-va1ue commodities

have been largely ignored. Indeed, a review of the Canadian

agricultural geography literature shows only one study,

conducted almost 40 years ãgo, specificatly on forage

production (v[eir ]-952273-79) and three that make incidenta]-

reference to forage production (Troughton I9BZ:LT6-II7; Kent

1966:1,1,7-L26¡ Gentilcore 1-952:43-50) . An example of just how

incidental are these references is provided in the work by

Troughton (]-982) | entitled Canadian Agriculture, where forage

crops are identified as the second largest crop in Canada, but

are described in l-ess than one fuIl page of a book containing

over 2OO pages. Consequently, it has been left to forage

scientists and agricurtural- economists to recognize that
potentiar forage crop yields are not realized on most farms
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in the country, on which the crop is gro\Ârn. This theme has

been expressed by forage scientists and agricultural_

economists at the national level (C1ark 1986 264-65; Winch

1-983:57-67) , the prairie region level (Howarth and Goplen

I9A7:1,5-16; Smoliac and lrlilson 1983:35-39; Nicke1 and Pringle

l-983240-57) and at the provincial leve1 where pasture

production was identified in the early 1970s as the most

neglected aspect of agriculture in Manitoba (Tsukamoto

1-971:53) thus leading to the publication of The Rangeland

Manaser by the Manitoba Department of Agriculture (MDA) in
the 1980s and, eventually, the development of a Forage

Strategy for Manitoba (MDA l-987). Finally, ât the regional
level, documents such as rrGrassland Farming the Interlake !,Iaytt

(FRED I976) and rrPasture/Livestock Management -Interlaker' (MDA

n.d. ) have been prepared dealing explicitly with forage

production in the rnterlake Region. Agricul-tural geographers

have ignored this problem of unmet potential with regard to
canadian forage crops even though the subject is well within
their ken.

The importance of the Canadian forage crop is
demonstrated by its areal extent (Tabre 1.1). The 1986 census

indicates that for the nation as a whore, 37.5 percent of alr
farmland is under forage. rn the prairie provinces the
proportion of land producing forage is slightly less, ât 35.5

percent, and slightry less again in the province of Manitoba



TABLE 1.1

AREÄL EXTENT OF TORAGE CROPS rN CÀNADA,
THE PRAIRIE PROVINCES, !.IANITOBÀ ÀND THE

THE INTERLAKE REGION, 1986

Canada

Prairies
Manitoba

Interlake

Farm area
(ha)

67 ,825,756

54,994,92O

7,740t226

952 t596

Forage area
(ha)

25 | 436,478

19,497 ,3r3

2 t597 r 938

558, 5l_7

Forage area as
eo of total
farm area

37.5

35.5

33.6

58. 6

Source: Census of Canada. Ottawa, Ontario.
1,O9, Tab1es 2 and 6, l-986.

Catalogue 96-

where it is 33.6 percent. In each of the aforementioned

political units, the relative area devoted to forage

production is similar, although in the Interlake region of
Manitoba, the region under study in this thesis, forage

production dominates the agricultural landscape, utilizing
58.6 percent of the farmland base.

ft is the objective of this thesis to use the methods of
agrj-cultural geography to study a region in which producers

depend upon forage crops for their livelihood, and determine

to what extent forage-production techniques vary between

various farming enterprises withÍn the region.

The Tnterlake region of Manitoba was chosen as the study



area for the fol-lowing reasons:

The region is geographically defined
in such a way that it sirnplified data
collection and analysis. In this
respect the Interlake has been
referred to as a rbeautiful
laboratory¡ (Matviw and
I97s:27).

NickeI

ii) From L96'7 to 1-977 the region had an
infusion of $85 rnillion under the
Fund for Rural Economic Development
(FRED) program, almost $15 mill_ion of
which were channelled into
agricultural development. The study
provided an opportunity to assess the
impact of the FRED program on this
segment of the agricultural economy.

iii) Because of the relatively high
percentage of fnterl_ake farmland
devoted to forage productJ-on (Table
1.1) it was viewed as a most suitable
location for conducting a survey of
forage producers.

In l-984 a field survey was conducted in which L2O forage

producers v/ere asked to describe their farms in general,

their forage production operation in particular, and provide

personal information such as âgê,Ieve1 of education and

ethnicity. In order to appreciate the context in which the

survey r¡/as undertaken, this thesis f irst examines the

physical geography of the region in Chapter 2, followed in
Chapter 3 by a discussion of agricultural developments in the

i)
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region. Chapter 4 describes forage- production technigues

recommended to farmers by agricultural extension agents and

provides a backdrop against which the observed production

technigues can be compared and contrasted. The methodology

of the survey is described in Chapter 5 after which the

observed forage-production technigues on beef, dairy, and

other farms are outlined in Chapter 6, Z and 8, respectively"
In Chapter 9 a system of classifying forage producers is
outlined and demonstrated using survey data. The final
chapter contains conclusions and recommendations drawn from

the guestionnaire data.



CHÀPTER 2

THE PHYSICATJ SETTING OF
THE INTERL.AKE REGION

Location and Àreal Extent of The Interlake Region

For the purpose of this study the Interl-ake region is
considered to coincide r^¡ith the 1981- Census Divisions 1-4 and

l-8 (Figure 2.L). Using these boundaries the region has an

area of 14,547 km. It is cornprised of nine Rura1

Municipalities (RMs), namely Bifrost, Coldwell, Eriksdale,

Gimli, Rockwood, Rosser, St. Laurent, Woodlands and Sig1unes,

and three Local Government Distrj-cts (LGDs), Armstrong,

Fisher, and Grahamdale (Manitoba Municipal Affairs 1983). The

region is bounded on the east by Lake üIinnipeg, Lake Manitoba

on the west, the city of Winnipeg on the south and extends

north to latitude 5l-' 53r N.

Physical Geography of the fnterlake Region as it Relates to
Forage Production

Snith (l-981-:1-) in Forage Management in the North states

that Ita large proportion of the land in the North is better
suited to the growing of forages than to the growing of
cul-tivated cropsrr. Whil-e his observation was directed
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I
specifically to American l-ocations,. it applies equatly well
to the Interlake region. In this section, physical factors
predisposing the region to livestock production based on

perennial forage crops wilI be subseguently discussed under

the headings of soils, natural vegetation and climate"

Soils

Limitations associated with Interlake soils have been

frequently expounded upon. EIIis (1,941,229) descrj-bed the

Interl-ake as having |tyoung, feebly developed soils
characterized by high lime conditions, shallow depth and 1ow

avail-able phosphorusrr. rn his view these soil-s r¡/ere either
too stony or too wet, depending on their location, for arable

cultivation, but were nevertheless useful for dairyi_ng,

livestock production and forestry. Thirty-five years later
Eil-ers et al. (1977:47) adopted the nomenclature of the

Canadian Systern of Soil- Classification to classify Interlake
soils as Rego Black Chernozem and Gleyed Dark Grey Chernozem,

respectively. The same problerns of poor drainage, stoniness

and phosphorus deficiency hrere identified and, again, the

l-and-use suitability was given as mainly lívestock and forage

crops.

Land-Resource Units in the Tnterlake Region (Tab1e Z.f)
consist of groupings of cl-ose1y related soil associations or



UNIT
NAME

fnwood-Me1eb

DOMINANT
SOILS

TABLE 2.I

I^â,ND RBSOURCE TINITS OT lTE INTERI.AKE REGION

fsafold

Gleyed Dark
Grey
Chernozems

Red River
- Osborne

TOPOGRAPHY

Rego Black
Chernozems

Ridge And
Swale

Arborg -
Peguis

G1e11ed Rego
Chernozems

MATERIALS

Source: Eilers, R.G. et al.

Undulating

Calcareous
Stony Till

Gleyed Dark
Grey
Chernozems

Level

SOIL
PROBLEMS

Calcareous
Stony TiIl

Stoniness
Poor

drainage

Level

Calcareous
Lacustrine

clay

tt So ils tt

LAND-USE
SUITABILITY

Stones
Low

fertility

in Manitoba

Tame Hay &

Pasture

Lacustrine
clay over
Ioam tiIl

Poor
internal
drainage

Sojls and Their Manasemenx L977:46-7 .

Livestock
and Forage

Poor
drainage

Grain and
Forage

Mixed
Farrning
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series suitable for simj-Iar types of crop production and

requiring sirnilar manag'ement practices. This org'anizational

system was adopted by the MDA in 1,975 and assembles

information from Canada-Manitoba Soil Surveys, Canada Land

Inventory Reports, The Productivity Rating Index and other

sources (Mi1Is L975:99-1-04) " It is these units which are

detailed ín the following discussion.

the Inwood/Meleb unit occupies almost 5O percent of the

Interlake region, thus qualifying as the dominant land

resource unit as faÈ as areal extent is concerned (Figure

2.2) " Soils of the Inwood Series are Gleyed Dark Grey

Chernozems, while those of the Meleb Series consist of
Carbonated Rego Humic Gleysols. Both were developed on

extrernely calcareous medium-textured tilt and result ín the

thin, stony, poorly-drained soils that are so often associated

with the low ridge and swale topography of the Interl-ake

(Mi11s and Srnith L97Iz52-62i Eilers et aI . 1-977:.47) . Twenty-

five years ago these soils hrere generally not cultivated in
forage or grain crops, but with a government-funded tand-

clearing prog'ram (infra, p.34), the advent of mechanical stone

pj-ckers and attractive grain prices of the l-970s many farmers

on Inwood-Me1eb soils chose to utilize them for grain
production. However, during an interview (May 19BB) with
Gordon Mil1s, a soil- specialist with the MDA, it was pointed

out by Mil-l-s that on soils of
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FIGURE 2.2

AREAIJ EXTENT OF Lã¡ID-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE INTERIJÀKE REGION
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L977: Plate 3. l_0.
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this type the growing of a perennial forage crop is considered

the most suitable land use, because it removes the necessity

for annual cul-tivation and, when reseedingT does become

necessary, there are shallow seeding techniques availabl-e for
forages that are adapted to soils having thin A and B

horizons.

Approximately 15 percent of the Interl-ake region lies
within the rsafold unit: one roughly coinciding with the RMs

of st. Laurent and col-dwelr. rt is similar to the rnwood-

Mel-eb unit, in that it is characterized by stony soils
developed on extremely calcareous, medium-textured tiII. rt
differs, however, in that the dominant soils are Rego Black

chernozems. Nevertheless its limitations are the same, namely

poor drai-nage and excessive stoniness. Consequently, the

recommended land use throughout the Isafold unit is livestock
production based on forage crops (Eilers et aI. j.977:47).

A vastly different situation occurs with respect, to
the Red River/osborne unit. This unit, which is rocated in
the southern rnterrake and occupies Rosser, woodlands and much

of Rockwood, provides soils that are not only the most

productive in the fnterlake, but are among the best

agricurturar soil-s in the province (weir l-96021,2). Both Red

River and Osborne soils developed on deep, weakly to
moderately cal-careous lacustrine clay and., as a resul-t, are

virtually free of stones and high in fertility. The fine
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texture of these soils does present drainage probJ_ems,

particularly on the Osborne clays, but the installation of
drainage ditches throughout the unitrs area aIÌows for the

production of good crops of forage and grain, with the latter
predominating. These soils are, however, considered to be too

heavy and too wet for root crops, such as potatoes and sugar

beets (Ehrlich et aI. 1976z2I-2).

The rernaining land-resource unit l-ocated in the

Interlake is the Arborg/Peguis unit. The unit has been

described as being a northward extension of the Red River

clays along the west side of Lake Winnipeg to Arborg and the

Icel-andic River (I,rleir l-960:10) . The Gleyed Dark Grey

Chernozems of the Peguis Series represent the largest area of
good soils in the northern fnterl-ake (Pratt et aI. 1961:66).

These soils are suited to both grain and forage production

and, consequently, support a mixed farming economy. Soils in
the Arborg Series also serve as a base for mixed farming, but

present formidable problems of management owing to their clay

texture, poor structure and very slow permeability. For

example, tillage on Arborg soj-ls is difficult at the best of
times and is often restricted to only a few days each year

when they are neither too wet nor too dry for cultivating.
Drainage projects in the area have reduced these problems

thereby expanding the area under cultivation. Nevertheress,

they remain difficult soils to crop on an annual basís, thus
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rnaking perennial forages an irnportant component of the crop

rotation sequence (Eilers et al. 1977:47).

Natural Vegetation

The presence of naturally occurring vegetation is not an

important factor in the land-resource units of Red

River/osborne and Arborg/Peguis, because the najority of soils
in both these units have been creared of trees and are under

cultivation. Such is not the case, however, in the

rnterl-akers other two land resource units. Tn these units
the natural vegetatj-on takes the form of either tree cover

(rnwood/Meleb) or grasslands (rsafold), of which the former

is a hindrance to agriculturar deveropment, whire the latter
is of some importance when managed correctly.

with regard to tree cover it has been indicated that
rrtree covered rangeland does not support the number of grazing

animals thaL it should" (Manitoba Agronomistsr proceedings

1982:34). rt has been demonstrated by the Agricultural crown

Lands section of the MDA that when treed l-and is cleared and

a seeded forage established, the grazing capacity per unit
area can be i-ncreased tenfold. To this end, the MDA

i-ntroduced a number of programs advocating the crearing and

seeding of suj-table lands (Manitoba Agronomistsr proceedings

1,982:35) .
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Naturally occurring grasslands, or native grasses, are

often characterized as being Iow both in yield and guality.
(Manitoba Agrologistsr Proceedings 1-982:34). Smoliac and

lVilson (1-983:35) have observed, ho\,rrever, that throughout the

Prairie provinces native grass provides more than a mirlion
carves per year from land that otherwise wourd have rittre
value. Al-so, the thrust of much extension work has been to
demonstrate the extent to which native stands can be improved

with the adoption of good management technigues. For exampre,

Lahaie (1'982242) conducted a study to determine the effect of
managed grazing on native pasture from 1977 to 1-992" The

response to manag:ement was measured by taking annual- yield
samples and resulted in yields increasing almost tenfold, from

approximately 373 kg/ha in L977 to nearly 37oo kglha in l-982.

Hence, the forested and natural- grassland areas of the

rnterlake region have the potentiar to support a rivestock
industry based on the production and careful management of
both native and cultivated forage crops.
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Climate

The most significant aspect of the fnterlake regionrs
cl-imate is that it presents no Iímitations for regionally
adapted crops (Figure 2.3) " The northern edge of the study

area, hov/ever, is contiguous with an agroclimatic subregion

which experiences moderate or stight clirnatic limitations
(Mi11s 1980224-5). To a large measure the regionrs favourable

agroclimate resul-ts from the modifying inf l-uence of what

shaykewich and weir (l-977:9-10) have termed the 'great lakesrl

of central- Manitoba.

rts juxtaposition between Lakes hÏinnipeg and Manitoba

serves to extend the rnterlakers growing season. Fisher
Branch, a farming area located in the northern rnterlake,
serves as an example of this phenomenon in that it generally
receives as many growing degree days (j,szs) as does Brandon

(Dunlop and shaykewich r9B4:25). Dunrop and shaykewich

(L984236-7) developed a model in which the soit-water status
of the province hras calculated after theoretically removing

a first crop of alfaIfa, thereby demonstrating that soils of
the rnterlake region are better able to withstand the high
moisture requirernents of perenniar forage crops than soirs of
the Red River valley south of winnipeg and soj-rs in the area

circurnj acent to Brandon as they have an averagie soit water
status of less than -25 mm (Figure 2.4).
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FIGURE 2.3

ÀGROCIJIMÀTTC REGIONS OF !'IANTTOBÀ
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source: Mills, G.F. "crimatic Limitations for Agricurtural
Land Development in Manitobar in Manitoba soil
Science proceedings, 19gO: 33.
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FIGURE 2.4

STÀTUS (N¡N) IN AGRO MÀNITOBÀ
À FIRST CROP OF AI,FÀLFA

I{inniPeg

Source: Dunlop, S. and C.F. Shaykewich. Southern
Manitoba's Climate and Aqriculture , 1-984:37 -
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Summary

Throughout much of the Interlake, stony fields or

drainage problems prohibit annual cultivation of the soi1,

and, therefore, the production of cash crops is not an option

available to many of the regionrs farmers. The perennial life
cycle of forage crops rnitigates the problems of stoniness and

poor drainage in that cultivation is only reguired once every

five to ten years depending on the longevity of the forage

stand. In areas where even periodic cultivation of the soil
is not appropriate natj-ve grasses can be used for grazing or,

when condj-tions al-low for the operation of cutting and baling

eguipment, stored as winter feed. Because Interl-ake soils are

best suited for the production of forage crops and forage

crops are best marketed through livestock, the Interlake
emerges as a region of livestock production based on perenniat

forage crops.

Haggett and Meyer (1-980:9) have shown that physical

factors play a more important role in the fashioning of

agriculture patterns than they once did owing to the

dirninishing cost of transportation. The extent to which

physical factors impact on forage production systems in the

Interlake,. a region having areas of land with relatively high

agricuJ-ture capabilities located a distance from the city of

I,Iinnipeg and, also, areas of low agriculture capability closer
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to the city, will be addressed in Chapter 9 by including both

land-resource unit and distance from v[innipeg as variables in
the analysis of factors influencing forage production.
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CHÀPTER 3

AGRICULTURÃIJ DEVEIJOPMENT IN THE TNTERIJÀKE REGTON

In the preceding chapter it has been argued that the

environmental- characteristÍcs of the rnterlake region are

ideal for the support of a livestock industry based on forage

crops. However, the physical environment rarely acts in a

determj-nistic manner (Tarrant L974:11-). rnstead, patterns of
agricurtural l-and use are determined by the interaction of
physical and human factors. The absolute necessity for
considering human factors when describing an arears

agriculturar geography is made crear by Harvey (1966:373) when

he stated,

If we recognize that aII important fact that
geographic patterns are the result of human
decisions, then it foll-ows that any theoretical
model developed to explain agricultural location
patterns must take account of psychological and
socioJ-ogical realities

rn this section, agricurtural development in the rnterlake
region since European settlement began in i-870 wilr be

exprained with reference to socio-economic and political
factors, particularly ethnicity and institutional-
arranqements.
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Early Settlement

The fnterlake region of Manitoba was similar to other

areas of the Canadian prairies in that it was settled by

groups of people who brought to the region their curtural
baggage, which hras highly variable in terms of educational
qualifi-cations, working skiI1s, reli-gious beliefs and

agriculturar experience. Because of their markedry different
cultural backgrounds some settlers found themserves werl
equipped to cope with the hardships associated with
establ-ishing a farm, while others lacked the skilrs required
for successful homesteading (Todd and Brierley i,977:238). The

impact of ethnicity on the agricultural rand-use patterns
established in the rnterrake during the settlement phase wilr
be dernonstrated by describing the agricultural systems

associated with each of the principal settring groups. The

regionrs predominant groups are British, rcelandíc, ukrainian,
French and German (Weir 1960 224-36) .

British settters, most of whom came from southern

ontario, began establishing farms in the area around stonewall
during the 1870s (vüeir t-960:28). These settlers brought with
them a tradition of farming and came into the area

specifically to grow grain for the export market (Richtik
L964:25) ¡ a strategy that had been successfully ernployed in
the settlement phase of ontario countj-es during the first hatf
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of the nineteenth century (Jones 1946:1,7-35¡ Kelly L97I:95-

LL2ì McCallum l-980:9-24). Given that this group was familiar
with the principles of grain production and settled on fertile
grassland soils easily brought under cultivation (and amongl

the best agricultural soils in the province), they were able

to prosper and become a dominant force ín the agricultural
circles of Rosser, Rockwood and !{oodlands. By l-gLl-,

indicators of the progressive nature of the British group

included their support of farming courses offered in Stonewall

and their wil-lingness to organize and participate in contests

encouraging better farming techniques and better kept farms

(Richtik L964:227). It should be noted, however, that white

the agricultural system established by British settlers
emphasized grain production, it was better categorized as a
mixed-farrning system with the livestock component comprísed

rnainly of dairy cattle, thus reflecting the importance of the

Vüinnipeg nilkshed (Richtik L964 2226) . C1ear1y, Iand.-use

decisions of the British $/ere a function of their desire to
supply grains for the export market and milk for the urban

centre of Vtinnipeg.

Icelandic irnmigrants began settling the west shore of
Lake winnipeg in l-875. rnitially about i-500 rcelanders moved

into the area around Girnri giving it one of the densest rural
populations in the province (Weir l-960 224) . However, the
population v/as a linear concentration along the lake-front
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indicating the grouprs desire to perpetuate their fishing-
agriculture tradition (Todd and Brierley 1-977:24O) " Like the

British, the fcelanders settled on good soils, yet their
attempts to gror¡r grain met with little success. The poor

performance of fcelandic settlers with respect to grain
production can be attributed to a lack of knowledge about

grain-growing methods, coupled with the fact that the lands

rn¡here they sowed grain r¡rere adjacent to Lake vüinnipeg and

subject to flooding. Reports of the rcel-andic agent in the
years after 1875 indicate fewer and fewer atternpts at grain
growing with virtually no grain being grown by l-882 (Richtík
1964:68) . Having faired at grain production, the rcel-anders

began to concentrate on the raising of cattle and sheep.

Evidence of a dairying emphasis was the estabrishment of
creameries in the area. rn l-898 two creameries opened in
Ginli and by 1911 three more were in operation further north

at Hnausa, Arborg and Riverton (Richtik 196421,67). Further

evidence that rcelanders preferred animal husbandry to grain
production is provided by the fact that cultivated. rand along

the rcelandic River in Bifrost was sor^rn to forage crops during

the 1-890s (Richt.ik L964223r); a marked contrast to the system

used by British settrers where l-ivestock were maintained on

native forage while cul-tivated lands v/ere used for the
production of grain.

Both the British and rcerandic groups were fortunate to
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have the opportunity of establishing their farms on the

l-imited area of soils with relatively high agricultural
capabilities in the rnterl-ake. By the tirne large numbers of
ukrainian settrers began arriving in 1901 most of the guality
l-and had been occupied, reaving to them the task of tcarving

farms out of the bushrr (Vüeir 1960:28). As the majority of
ukrainians arriving in Manitoba r¡rere of peasant stock with
lirnited means, their social and economic progress v/as srow.

specific reasons for this sl-ow achievement include

difficurties in clearing the forest (atthough timber did
provide an additional- source of income) (Todd and Brierley
1-977 2248) and a lack of money for purchasing horses and

machinery (Richtik 19642237). vühereas British and rcel-andic

settlers entered into commerciar agriculture almost

imrnedj-atery upon their arrival, typical- ukrainian farmers in
Armstrong or Fisher practised a semi-subsistence form of mj-xed

farming many years after clearing commenced (weir i"96o227¡

Richtik J-964:L67).

French settrers in the rnterl-ake came from euebec and

began farmíng in st. Laurent on the southeastern shore of Lake

Manitoba in the years prior to 1870, thus establj-shing

themselves as the regionrs earriest European farmers

(üIarkentin and Ruggles t97o:333). The fact that cattre were

the maínstay of their agricultural economy can be attributed
to physical factors, such as the areats abundant grassrands
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and local soj-ls that were generally too wet for grain

cul-tivation (Richtik 1-964:11-6). Nevertheless, a human factor
can be identified in that the French grouprs preference for
cattre production rather than grain cultivation reflected a

degree of self-sufficiency formerly typical of the isolated
rural areas of Quebec (HatzÍpanayis l-980:84).

German settlement was concentrated in Eriksdare, siglunes

and Grahamdale (weir 1960:36). As rate as l-911 this area \^/as

stil-r in a pioneer stage of deveropment, with cattre being

much more important than grain. Most farmers in this group,

however, \^rere attempting to reduce their dependency on cattre
and increase the area under cultivaLion (Richtik 1,964:237-

8). German settrers hrere among those who came well equipped

to cope with the hardships of pioneer life. They had farmed

successfully in Europe and were familiar with physical

condition encountered in a rnid-latitudinar grassland

environment (Todd and Brierley i,977 2239) . rn addition, they

had sufficient capitar to purchase cattle and develop their
farms in relatively short order.

Ethnicity has been shown by Todd and Brierrey (1977 2245)

to have fundamental functional- linkages with regional economic

structure. specifically, in a Manitoban study, the British
group hras associated with above-average education and

prosperous farming, while the sl-avic group was denoted by Iow

levels of education and poor farrning. This was evident in the
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fnt.erlake where the various ethnic groups that settled had a

distinct influence on the agricultural location patterns which

emerg:ed. At one extreme there hrere British settlers who came

into the area with the intention of supplying grain for the

export market and establishing viable commercial farms. At

the other extreme, there vlere ukrainian settlers who arrived
undercapitalized and were forced by the time of their
occupancy to develop marginal lands and practise a system of
agriculture best categorized as semi-subsistent.

The impact of ethnicity on forage production systems wi1l
described more fully in the anaÌysis provided in Chapter

Later Settlement and Agricultural Development to i,960

The early 1-920s have been identified by Barto and Vogel

(1978:l-3) as the period in which the agricultural rinits to
set,trement in Manitoba were reached and, in some areas,

exceeded. vlithout a doubt, it is into this ratter category

that parts of the rnterl-ake region falI. By 1,920 there rrere

over 6,4o0 farms in the rnterrake (census of canada i.g2rz4L6).

However, having this many farms in a region where rarge areas

possessed a limited resource base capabre of profitabry
supporting only an extensive system of agriculture, created

a number of econornic problems. Evidence of these problems is
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provided by the fact that the region had over 2,ooo vacant or

abandoned farms by 1-930r âh unreasonably high number which

accounted for approximately 30 percent of alr such farms in
the province (census of canada t-931-:561). rt is noteworthy

though, that concerns over rrunv/ise settl-ement policiesrr in the

rnterrake r^rere expressed sixty years ago in a study by Murchie

and Grant (192624) and in a report by Manitoba Municipal

Affairs and Agriculture (1939:6).

The provincers rrsoldier settlernent policytt serves as an

exarnple of inappropriate settrement. This policy allowed for
the pracement of world lrlar r veterans on l-and in Eriksdale
with neither consideration being given to the mensl

capabilities with regard to agriculture nor to economic

factors such as transportation costs (Barto and vogel

r978: i-3) . Another unwise settlement policy involved the
opening of odd-numbered sections for homesteading in
Armstrong, an action which created considerable difficulties
within the municipality (Armstrong $/as a municipality until
1-944) because its farmers had become dependent upon crown

Lands for their hay supplies (Ríchtik 19642239). Thus,

farmers in Armstrong had real-ized the physicar limitations of
the area and, therefore, moved toward an extensive system of
agriculture that relied upon use of crov/n Lands. Their
efforts, however, v/ere thwarted by the governmentrs desire
for a more intensive pattern of settlement.
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Agricultural activity within the Interlake continued to
vary with respect to the ethnicity of an area's settling group

and the agricultural capabilities of the rand settl-ed. The

extent of areal differentiation within the region is
demonstrated by comparing census data from i-941- with that of
1961- for the four municipatities of st. Laurent, Rosser,

Armstrong and Bifrost (Table 3.1).
Data from r94r indicate that the farmers of st. Laurent

had adopted an extensive system of agriculture based on

livestock production the system considered (both then and

now) to be best suited to the region. These farms, which

averaged over l-50 ha v/ere large by both rnterlake and

provinciaÌ standards of 97 ha and 120 ha, respectivery, v/ere

located on naturar grassrands and supported a substantial
cattle population on land that hras over 95 percent unimproved.

By contrast, farms j-n Rosser at 135 ha had armost g0 percent

of their l-and base improved, thus indicating the continued
efforts of the arears British farmers to participate in the
grain trade. vühiIe the greater diversification of Rosser

farms would suggest greater stability in the event of falling
prices (be they grain or livestock), the st. Laurent farms

with their relatively large cattre herds and low operating
costs would have been quite viabl_e. rt is in Armstrong that
the ttypicaf impoverished rnterlake farm was evident. Farms

here vrere inadequate in size (ress than BO ha) and, to make



TÀBLE 3.1

ÀGRICT'LTURAI. DEVELOPMENTS FROM ].941 TO 1961. IN FOUR INTERTÀKE I'ÍUNICIPÀLITIES

Municipality

St. Laurent

Rosser

Armstrong

Land Resource
Unit

Bifrost

Isafold

Red River /
osborne

TOTÀL

Principal
Settling
Group

REMAINDER OF MÀNÏTOBA

z

Inwood/MeIeb

Difference Between Interlake
Remainder of Manitoba

Arborg/Peguis

French

Source:
eensus

Mean Farrn t
size (ha) | change

]-e4r-l ]-e6r- l1e4l-61

INTERLÀKE

British

Ukrainian

Census of canada, Ottawa, Ontario,

151. 4

Icelandic

of canada, ottawa, ontario, Volume

134.6

226.9

L86.8

79.5

ao.2

Irnproved ha Z
per Ïarm I cnange

Le4L lle6r- 11e41-61

159. B

ü

49.9

97.r

116. 8

Jö. Õ

120.O

101-. o

]-66.7

3.6

-19. 1

t_03.9

T70.2

45.6

4.8

L7 L.3

l_J . o

-2.L

Cattle
per farrn I

rõar lr-e6r. I

Volume B,
5, Part

41.8

33.3

4L.9

64.9

30 .4

80. 5

26.L

72 .6

208.1

Part 2, Tables 53-,
3, Tables 28 and 30,

z
change

l-94 L-61

70.5

12.o

235.4

-58.1

116. B

48.8

L3l-. 9

1,5.7

8.8

87. 0

60.9

30.9

30.8

12.L

L9.6

L2.2

1"68.7

52 and 54, L94L
19 61_

26.5

L22.7

-0.8

22 .6

119. O

L7 .3

85. 2

(¡,
o
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matters worse, had over 8o percent of their farmland in bush.

The area had potential for extensive cattle production, but

the undercapitalized ukrainians farmers coul-d not afford to
clear what land they had, let alone, expand their operations

and build up cattle numbers. Bifrost offers another scenario

in that, while farms were small and the cattle population lorar,

the relatively large area of improved farmland, combined with
a dairy specialization, allowed profitable farming to be

established

By l-960, Interlake farms showed increases of over 7O

percent in farm size, over l-30 percent in the areal extent of
improved l-and and nearly 120 percent in the number of cattl-e
(Table 3.1) . The LGD of Armstrong, in particular, showed

extraordinary progress in the two decades between rg4o and

1960. However, on comparing the agriculture of the entire
fnterlake with that of the remainder of the province, it is
observed that whil-e farm size in the rnterlake v/as only z

percent less than that for the rest of the province and herbs

had about 4 more cattle than other Manitoba farmers, the

regi-on lagged behind considerably in its proportion of
improved land and, having 40 percent less improved farmland

than did the remainder of the province.

These shortcomings ín the rnterrakers agricurtural
economy contributed to its being designated, oÍr the basis of
data provided by the census of canada l-961, as one of the most
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economically distressed regions in the nation (Hatzipanayis

1980:4). Th/o government prog:rams to assist fnterlake farmers

resurted from this assessment and witr be discussed in the

following section.

eovernment Assistance to the Interlake Since 1960

Aqricultural and Rural Development Act

The Agricultural and Rural_ Development Act (ARDA) T¡¡as

established in 1-96L in response to the realization that many

rural- people had a very l-ow IeveI of income and standard of
J-iving. The objective of the Act was to amelj-orate the lot
of such people by supporting projects that would intensify
the productivity of land (Todd and Brierley LgB2z526).

One project undertaken in the Interl_ake region was land

cleari-ng. In l-961- land-use specialists assessed the

productivity of rnterlake tand and recognized that several

hundred thousand acres of potentially productive pasture land

lay under aspen-poplar bush. Farmers were encouraged to open

up l-and of this description through the provision of an

incentive of $a per acre ($g.ee perha) for crearing bush from

land capable of forage and pasture production (FRED Lg75z23).

under this agireement a total of 8,000 ha of bush vrere cleared

on 47 6 rnterrake farms between August i-964 and Aprir i_968 (MDA
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L968:70).

More importantly, than this project or others initiated
under the ARDA agreernent, was that the research conducted in
the rnterrake region by ARDA personnel identified the region
âS,

a rural area where the roots of
social stagnation go so deep that the
normaÌ programs of governments for rural
areas and rural people cannot be expected
to bring about a rapid improvement (ARDA
L967 z3) .

consequently the rnterl-ake was designated by ARDA as a special
Rural Development Area and became eligibre for additional
projects under the FRED agreement.

FRED

This act r¡/as established by the federar government in
L966. However, it was not until May 16, l-968 that the FRED

rnterlake Development Agreement was signed at Arborg. rn that
yearrs Annual- Report of the MDA it hras written that, nThe

planned investment of $85 nirlion in the region shourd provide

the economic stimulus to convert potential to realityrr (MDA

1968:1-6) .

of that $85 million almost g1s rnillion was earmarked for
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focused upon the following

Land drainage of several thousand
hectares of low-Iying, high-capability
land to increase the area under crops
and improved pasture (97, oo0, ooo
commitment).

Acquisition of al-most 2O,OOO ha of land
with low agricultural capability for
the purpose of transforming it into
more productive use ($3,995, ooO
commitment) .

Resource and farm management programs
through extension-education services to
achieve diversification involving a
strong l-ivestock component (çZ,97O,OOO
commitment) .

Clearing of bush land to provide more
grazing and forage for beef cattle
production ($851-, ooo commitment) "

Veterinary ($fSO,OOO commitment) and
farm water services ($¿zo, ooo
comrnitment) to accommodate growth in
livestock production and establish a
secure farm infrastructure (FRED
I975:9)

The notives of the agricurtural programs estabrished in
the rnterlake illustrate the extent to which farmers of the

region hrere encouraged to adopt a farm systern invorving
livestock production or, more particularly, beef-cattle
production based on forage crops. The remaining chapters of
this thesis describe forage production in the rnterlake region

o

o
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production systems among

oLher Interlake farmers.



CHÀPTER 4

RECOM}ÍENDED FORÀGE PRODUCTION PRACTICES
IN THE INTERIJAKE REGION

From a management perspective, forages can be divided

into three broad, but mutually exclusive, categorJ-es: native;
tame; and seed crops. Native forage is naturally occurring,

herbaceous vegetation of meadows and forested land, while tame

forage is sovrn by the farmer either into a conventionally
prepared seedbed or with the aid of a sod-seeder. In the

Interlake, both native and tame forages are gienerally consumed

by l-ivestock on the farm upon which they are gro!ún" Any

surplus production ís either stored and carried over to the

next year or sold locally. A forage-seed cropr oD the other

hand, is a true cash crop with an international market. As

a result, it commands the same leve1 of management inputs as

grains and oj-lseeds, the only difference being that a forage

seed crop has a perennial rather than annual life cycIe. In

this chapter, the production practices recommended to
rnterlake forage producers by MDA extension workers and plant
scientists with the University of Manitoba's Faculty of
Agriculture and AgricuJ-ture Canada will be presented. In
subseguent chapters data gathered in the field study wil_l be

36
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analyzed to determine the extent to which these various

recornmendations have been adopted by Interlake forage

producers.

Native Etorage

Native foraqes are an important component of the

l-ivestock industry in the fnterlake region, primarily because

of the magnitude of their areal extent. Of the 952,593 ha of
farmland in the Interl-ake in 1-986, 513 tIO2 ha or 53.9 percent

v/ere in an unimproved or natj-ve state (Table 4.I). Because

native forage species (Tab1e 4.2) generally provide forage

that is lower in both quality and quantity than tame forage,

the extensj-on efforts of grassland specialists with the MDA

have concentrated on the conversion of native vegetation to
tarne grasses and legumes. It is recognized, however, that the

conversion process is slow (often progressing at a rate of
only 15 to 25 ha or less per farm unÍt per year) (Vüilkins

L978.20). Gera1d Breakey, an MDA Grassland Agronornist working

in Ashern, conceded during an interview (June i,994) that on

some class 4 and 5 l-ands* it is not economicaltv feasible to

* Ctass 4 soits have severe Iimitations that restrict the range of crops or require speciat
conservation practices or both. Ctass 5 soits have such severe Iimitations that they are not capabte
of use fon sustained production of annuaI fietd crops. However, they may be improved and used in the
production of either native or tame species of penenniaI forage ptants (Environment Canada 1972=7).
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TÀBLE 4.1

ÀREAIJ EXTENT OF UNIMPROVED LAND
IN THE INTERLAKE REGION, L986

RMS T
IJGDS

Armstrong
Bifrost
Coldwell
Eriksdale
Fisher
cimli
Grahamdal-e
Rockwood
Rosser
St. Laurent
Siglunes
Vüoodlands

Source:

Farm Àrea
(ha)

L23 925
95 904
74 562
49 522

L1,7 41,2
20 506

L27 652
98 353
37 963
27 421_
83 848
95 525

Unimproved
Land (ha)

s94
655
973
446
35l-
267
696
674
827
765
223
631

%of
Farmland

Unimproved

7 6.3
23 .6
75.1,
65. 5
47 .L
35.4
70.3
24.I
2.2

72.r
79.O
46.7

94
22
55
32
55

7
89
23

l_9
66
44

Census of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.
Catalogue 96-109, TabJ-e 34.a, 1986.
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TABIJE 4.2

NATIVE FORÀGE SPECIES OF THE TNTERLÀKE REGION

Species Àgronomic
Characteristics

Creeping Bent Grass (Redtop) occupies slough edges
(Agroscis stolonifera) low palatability

can produce a good crop of hay

Little Bluestem valuable spring fodder provided old
(Andropogen scoparius) and dry growth is burned off once

every3or4years

Junegrass occurs \,üith little bluestem
(Koeleria cristata) palatable during spring and late fall

Kentucky Bluegrass long-lived, sod-forming perennial
(Poa pratensis) grass

semi-dormant duríng hot, dry spells

Prairie Cord Grass seldom grazed when other forage is
(Spartina pectinata) available

large quantitíes cut for hay

Sloughgrass common in shallow sloughs and marshes
(Backmannia syzigachue) prefers to be wet until at least June

If
palatable and faírly nutritious

Source: J. Looman, 111 Ranee and Foraee Plants of the
Canadian Prairies, Agriculture Canada Publication
L75L, 1983 : L4,26,32,42,62,I00.
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incur the cost of preparing l-and for tame forage. It is not

surprising, therefore, that 80 percent of the Interlakers
total grazíng area is native pasture (MDA, n.d. ) .

conseguently, principres of rangeland management have been put

forth by the MDA in an effort to assist farmers in prod.ucing

greater guantities of higher guality native forage and,

therefore, more meat or nitk per unit of native land. The

principles are as follows:

o maintenance of proper stocking rate to
achieve from 55 percent to 65 percent
util-ization;

o defer spring grazing until mid-June;

o rotate livestock through the entire
grazing area and also alternate the
season each grazing area is used from
year to year;

o strategically locate watering facilities,
salting facilities and drift fences to
ensure even livestock distríbution over
the entire grazing area; and

o control naturally encroaching woody
invaders such as aspen.

(Lahaie I982z40)

In considering the first principle, it is necessary to
define stocking rate as the nurnber of animars of a specified
class per unit area of land over a given time (Hodgson

197921-7). The animal unit month (AUM)* system of calculating

* 1 AUM is the area of pasture required to feed one matufe bovine or horse for 1 month.
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indication of the range in mean stocking rates throughout the

Interl-ake region on both meadow and wooded lands (Table 4.3).
For example, oD the native meadows of St. Laurent only 0.46

ha are required to provide 1 AUM of qrazing capacity, whereas

in the woodlands of Armstrong 3.2 ha provide l- AUM. Assuming

a grazínq season of I2O days, then these figures indicate a

stocking rate of one mature beef or dairy cov/ per 1.8 ha of
St. Laurent meadow per grazíng season, âs compared with one

mature beef or dairy cor^/ per Lz.B ha of Armstrong bush pasture

per grazing season. (Of course the optimum stocking rate for
a particular paddock would vary from year to year and even

month to month, depending on actual growing conditions. )

Proper stocking rates on a native pasture will yield the

maximum sustained livestock returns while at the same time

conserving the soiÌ and maintaining or improving the species

cornposition and productivity of the site (C1ark 1985 z2B) .

The second principle refers to the fact that most native
grasses are not well adapted to withstand early spring
grazing. Unfortunately, Interl-ake cattle producers, l_ike

producers el-sewhere, are usually anxious to turn their cattle
onto pastures at the first sign of greenness, despite evidence

that on native stands this practice results in a consíderable

reduction in productivity (Lahaie 1985). For example, the

MDA has calcurated that if grazing of native forage begins on
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TABLE 4.3

HECTARES OF FORAGE NECESSARY FOR TIIE PROVISION OF !. A.U.M.
oF GRjAZING CÃpÀCrTy ON WOODLÄNDS, NATTVE MEÀDOIÍS AND

TAIÍE FORÀGE rN THE INIIERLAKE REcrON, 1985

Armstrong
Bifrost
ColdweIl
Eriksdale
Fisher
GimIi
Grahamdal-e
Rockwood
Rosser
St. Laurent
Siglunes
!üoodl-ands

fnterlake

Source:

Native
Woodl-ands

(ha)

3.3
6.2
2.6
3. l_

4.6
3.8
2.6
2.8
1. 1-

2.4
3.0
2.5

3.2

Unpublished data,
MDA 1-985: l--5

Meadows
(ha)

0.5
o.4
0.5
o.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5

Tame
Forage

(ha)

o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
o.2
0.2
o.2
o.2
o.2

o.2

Agricultural Crown Lands,
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May 15th the date most rnterlake cattremen rike to begin

thej-r grazing programs - yierds over the entire grazing season

would be reduced by approximately 40 percent, whereas if
grazing is deferred untir June J-5 yierds would be maximized.

rn order that cattle producers may begin their pasture progiram

as early as mid-May and still- maximize productivity on native
pastures, the concept of complementary grazínq has been

promoted. Under this system, cattle are turned onto tame

pasture in May (timothy, orchardgrass and crested wheatgTrass

are species well- suited to early grazing), moved to native
pastures for June, JuIy and August, and then moved back onto

the tame pasture, which wourd have had ample time to recover,

for September grazing (Rangeland Manager 1_984:1).

The principle of rotation grazing involves sub-dividing
a pasture area into several paddocks and then moving the

cattle from one paddock to the next about every six days. vüith

the adoption of this system, native pastures are Less likery
to deteriorate, because the incidence of serective grazing by

cattle is reduced and plant species have time to regienerate

after having been grazed. Alternating the season during which

the grazing area is used provides another important component

of rotationar qrazing, in that, it herps ensure native species

set seed and, therefore, reseed themserves (clark l-985:27).

The even distribution of livestock can be further enhanced

through the strategic location of sart grounds, watering
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areas, and shade and drift fences within an enclosure.

The final princíple listed, control of encroaching woody

species, can be accomplished by using herbicides, burning or

mechanical methods: such as mowing or chaining (Manitoba

Agronomistsr Proceedings r9g2:38-9). During an interview in
April 1988 with Gil Lahaie, chief of Agro Land planning and

Management with the Crown Lands Branch of Manitoba Agriculture
it v/as stated that of these three methods, the latter is
generally recommended because it l-east darnaging to the
environment.

Adoption of these principles and the subseguent

improvement in native forage ought to have a significant
impact on the livestock industry in areas where there is a

high percentage of unimproved land. The RMs of siglunes,
coldwell and st. Laurent, and the LGDs of Grahamdale and

Armstrong fit this description, as in each over 70 percent of
farmland is in an unimproved state. on the other hand, the
principles would be of less consequence in the RMs of Rosser,

Rockwood and Bifrost, where less than 25 percent of farmland

is cl-assified as unimproved (Table 4.I).

Tame Forage

rn 1986, almost 35 percent of the improved farml-and in
the Interl-ake region r/rras under a forage crop; a proportion
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more than twice that found j-n the remainder of the province

(Tab1e 4.4). Much of the credit for this leve1 of improvement

is attributabl-e to the work of extension personnel with the

MDA, particularly Mr. Peter Jones, r,,lho became the regionrs

forage specíalist in L97I. At that tirne Jones introduced the
rGrassland Societyt concept in order to demonstrate to farmers

that when forages are managed as carefully as grains and

oilseeds, then the extra livestock product produced per

hectare makes forage l-and the most profitabre on the farm (MDA

L972:1-24). The purpose of this society v¡as, and is to put

known research findings and recommendations into practice on

field-scal-e projects to demonstrate to producers, extension

personnel and agricuJ-tura1 industry representatives the
posítive and negative aspects of various recommenced practices
j-n the forage-livestock management fietd (Breakey LgTg:69).

Evidence of the success of forage promotion in the rnterlake
is provided by compari-ng the rates at which forage has been

establ-ished on improved land in the rnterrake vis a vis the

remainder of the province. From l-961 to 1986 the area of
improved l-and sohrn to forage crops in the rnterrake increased

by 60.9 percent whereas over the same period in the remainder

of Manj-toba the area under forage crops on improved land

increased by only 23.1, percent (Tab1e 4.4).
It must be emphasized, however, that the successful

promoti-on of forage production during this 25 year period was
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promotion of forage production during this 25 year period was

a function of the FRED project. Specifically, the Hayland and

Pasture Development program provided funding for the clearing
of 26 677 ha from l-965 to 1-971-, while under the Forage Seed

Distribution Policy (I97O and 3-971-) enough pedigreed seed was

provided to sow 13 804 ha.

One of the efforts of extension workers in the Interlake
has been to promote recommended forage species other than the

widely adopted alfaIfa, a perennial legume, and. brome, a
perennial grass. For example, it is thought that birdsfoot
trefoil, a conservation-type pasture legumer ilây have a role
to pfay in the Iow-lying areas of the Interl-ake (Gross and

Storgaard L975:34). With respect to g'rass species, much

effort has gone into promoting intermediate wheatgrass,

orchardgrass and timothy. rntermediate wheatgrass is thought

to be comparable or superior to bromegrass with regard to its
adaptation to the regi-on and productivity (Gross and storgaard

1975:35). Orchardgrass has the advantage of being one of the

first forage species to flower in the spring, maturing two to
three weeks earl-ier than either brome or tirnothy (smith

l-981:184). During the L9B4 interview with Breakey (supra,

þ.37), tirnothy hras said to be easier to establísh, more

tolerant forage in the rnterlake region the importance of
tol-erant of moisture and l-ess competitive in a grass-legume

mixture than bromegrass. A full- descri-ption of the l-1 grasses
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1å3LE {.4

FORÀGE PRODUCTION ON T}ÍPR,O\rED Få,RMLå,ND
IN TEE INTERT.åKE REGION, 1961 Àt{D 1986

Source: Census of Canada, Ottana, Volume 5, part 3, Tables 28&30, 1961.
cens"JT@, orrar.ra, Catalogue 96-109, Table 14.3, 19g6.

¡IiPROVED FAR¡{LAIID IIIPROVED LAI¡D SOTJT¡ TO fORAGE T OF IHPROVEO LAI¡D

SOIJH IO FORAGE
(hÊ)
19ó1

(na)
198ó

- UÌIARGT

19ó1 - 198ó
tnË,
1961

tnå,
198ó

Á uñAÈut
1961 - 198ó 1981 198ó

I nter I ake

Remainder of
I'lani toba

tae/.62

45133óó

439/,83

50&197

33.8

12.2

9t 645

616207

152311

795705

ó0.9

?3.1

28.8

14.3

31.7

15.7
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and five legume species recommended by the MDA for the i.geL

crop year is provided in Appendix A.

Another objective of agricultural extension workers has

been to impress upon producers of tame purchasing pedigreed

seed, fertilizing their forages annually on the basis of soil
tests and adopting a system of rotational grazing when the

forage is utilized as pasture.

The purchasing of pedigreed seed is associated with the

need to choose not just an adapted forage species, but an

appropriate cultivar of that species. In Canada, seed must

be pedigreed before it can be sord under a variety name and,

therefore, only pedigreed seed guarantees the yield, winter
hardiness, disease resistance and other characteristics
assocj-ated with a named variety (MDA l-986267).

Research studies have shown that annual fertilization of
forage produces higher yierds of a more nutritious crop which

translates into increased carrying capacj-ty and more rapid
animar gains (Bailey 1,976229; Gross L976z39¡ Ewanek l-986:50).

Because of the high purchase costs of chemicar fertilizer,
proper application rates are vital if producers are to
optimize returns. conseguently, it is highly recommended that
fields be fertilized on the basis of soir tests. rn the

estabrishment year it is recommended that a complete soil- test
be conducted in which representative soil samples from depths

of 0-l-5 cm and l-5-60 cm are required. For subsequent years

a single depth (topsoil) test is considered to be sufficient
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(McGilI i-983:2) . Agricurturar extensj-on workers anticipated
that Manitoba farmers would be reluctant to fertilize their
forage because forage is generally marketed Índirectry through
their livestock, and as a resurt, it is difficurt for a farmer
to accurately measure the economic benefits of fertil_izing a

forage crop. rn an effort to overcome this reluctance,
extensj-on workers have pointed out that it generarly costs
farmers less to produce feed than to purchase it (Ewanek

1-986:48-50) .

Rotational grazing of tame pasture is beneficiar for
several reasons. First, when arfalfa is present in a pasture
the resting of paddocks between grazing periods alrows the
alfal-fa to remain vigorous, thus maintaining or even irnproving
the nutritive quality of the pasture over time. secondly,
when restricted to one portion of the pasture at a time
livestock tend to graze^ more evenly, thereby avoiding the
problems encountered with either overgrazing or und.ergrazing.
Finarly, when conditions arrow for the harvesting of surplus
pasture as hay or silage, rotationar grazing arrows for areas
to be set aside for this purpose (MDA 1986:78) . A variation
of rotational grazing is that of complementary grazing (supra,
p.43) which allows a producer to maxímize production of both
native and tame forage by i-ncorporating the two into a single
pasture system.

The rationale for promoting tame forage over native is
based on the premise that cul-tivated forages are significantly
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more productive. Quantitative evidence supporting this
premise is provided by data collected in the rnterlake by the

Agricultural- crohrn Lands Department of MDA (Table 4.3) . These

data indicate that over the entire region tame forage yields
consistentry outperform native meadows by a factor of 2.s.
when the productivity of tame forage is compared with that of
bush pasture, the yierd of the former is sixteen times that
of the latter. Productive tame forages are an important
component of the livestock industry in the rnterlake region.
cIearly, when cattle producers are in a l-ocation conducive to
the production of tame forage, then that crop wil-l aI]ow them

to increase the amount of beef produced per unit area of land.

Forage Seed

Vühile the physical geography of the Interlake is
appropriate for a farming system emphasizing l- j-vestock

production based on forage crops, the regionrs farmers were

understandably interested, neverthel-ess, in diversifying their
operations so as to hedge against the vagaries of the market-

place. conseguently, many chose to gror¡/ grains or oirseeds

as a cash crop. However, as denoted previously, larg:e areas

of the region are unsuited to annual cul-tivation. During the
interview with Mills (1988) he stated that in these areas

forage-seed production is considered a better choice of cash

crop because of iÈs perenniar life cyc1e. There are other
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advantages of such production, namely, that it fits werr- into
a crop rotatj-on program for those growing conventional cash

crops and that forage seed is generally harvested earl_ier

(Ju1y) than grains and oilseeds, thereby elirninating any

concerns about damage from an early fall frost (campbell

r_e84 ) .

Despite these advantages, relatively few Iivestock
producers in the rnterrake have become involved in the
productj-on of forage seed, primarily because of the revel of
expertise and commitment required to grow profitably the crop.

Johnson (1978:65) observed that,

those who pride themsel_ves as specialists j_n
forage seed production succeed and rnake good money
at it whil-e those who look upon it as a sideline
donrt do a proper job, get poor returns, and end up
dropping out"

Breakey concurred with this view during an interview in rgg4

when he j-nferred that because animar husbandry is usualry the
primary enterprise on those rnterlake farms which have a

livestock component, any cash-cropping program becomes a

siderine out of necessity. conseguently, there are few

examples where farms have successfutly integrated livestock
and forage-seed production.

Nevertheless, the rnterlake region has had an increasing
number of forag:e-seed producers each year since l-9go and has

emerged as a leader within the province with respect to
forage-seed production (Huebner l-9BB). This status, ho\,rrever,
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is due in large measure to the contributions of three rargie,

specialízed seed farms, namely Kletke Seed Farm at Teulon,

s.s. Johnson seeds Limited at Arborg and Dueck seed Farm at
Fisher Branch. The predominant forage species grov/n for seed

are timothy, alfarfa and sweet clover, with birdsfoot trefoil,
red clover and Kentucky blue grass being of secondary

importance.

Sulrunary

While native forage is recognized by farmers and

extension workers al-ike as being inferior in both quality and

yierd to tame forage species, the najority of dairy and beef-
cattle producers in the rnterlake region, nevertheress, depend

upon native forage as the basis of their operations.

conseguentry, MDA extension workers have concentrated on

developing management techniques that wilr enable maximum

production from native forage stands. with respect to tame

forage, rnterrake farmers have been encouragied to gradually

increase the area devoted to this crop by improving areas

under native vegetation. Extension workers have also
introduced the concept of rGrassl-and societiesr in an effort
to have producers view forage crops in the same right as

grains and oilseeds and, thus, increase the 1evel of
management inputs given to their forage crops. The production

of forage seed woul-d appear to have been an ideal- cash crop
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for rnterlake farmers who have l-and that is difficult to
cultivate annually, yet relatively few producers have gone

this route.



CHÀPTER 5

SURVEY METHODOIJOGY

The princípal research tool used in conducting this
survey T¡ras a questionnaire (Appendix c). Therefore, prior to
the examination and anarysis of data concerning forage

production in the rnterlake, it is relevant to discuss the

objectives and design of the questionnaire, the sampling

technique and the manner in which the questionnaire r¡/as

administered.

Objectives and Design of euestionnaire

Moser (L972:348) , Sheatsley (1983:2OO) and other

researchers familiar with the subject of questionnaire design

are in agreement that, unlike sampring and data processing,

questionnaire design is closer to an art than a science or

technology. However, while sheatsley (i-983 z2oo) goes on to
say that given the same research task six qualified
questionnaire writers are rikery to come up with six very
different instruments, he does suggest that a good

questionnaire has to serve three general purposes:

54
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beo

information must be

rnust be fulf illed
time and resources.

To meet the objectives of this study the questionnaire

designed r¡/as intended to obtain from each forage producer

surveyed relevant information about the farm in general, the

forage crops in particular and personal_ background. It v/as

real-ized that much of this information is of a personar nature

and many questions may be unanswered unless the confídence of
the farmer courd be gained. Therefore, the questíonnaire was

kept as short as possible and close attention was paid to
question ordering.

The questionnaire \4ras divided into three sections. f n

section one, questions concerning generar farm information
were asked because they \¡rere considered l-ess sensitive and

coul-d be easiry ansv/ered by the respondent. rn section two,

more specific questions on forage production v/ere asked. rt
was expected that respondents would be abre to provide

thoughtful ansv/ers to specific questions having first been

given an opportunity to consider the subject in a broader

context. Questions that hrere deemed to be of a sensitive
nature were posed j-n the third section because by this time

the respondent had had time to gain some trust and confidence

in the researcher who conducted the survev. rf these

o

the objectives of the
met;

complete and accurate
al-l-owed; and,

objectives L and 2
within the limits of

research have to
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questions had been asked earlier oD, then a respondent may

have become suspicious or defensive and would have either been

unwilling to complete the questionnaire or possibly given

false and/or evas j-ve answers.

Before administering the questionnaire it was delivered
to Professor Ken C1ark, a forage scientist at the University
of Manitoba and to Mr. Hilmar Johnson, âh Agricultural_

Representative in the rnterrake region. Revisions v/ere made

to section two of the guestionnaire based on feedback provided

by these readers. The questionnaire was subsequently

pretested on twelve Interlake forage producers to examine

whether:

o the preamble adequately explained the
objectives of the survey to respondents;

o guestions posed rdere understood; and,

o the questionnaire v/as answered in the
length of time expected.

Minor revisions hrere rnade to the questionnaire as a resurt of
the pretest experience.

sanpling

When collecting data it is seldom possible to survey the

entire population under consideration. Instead, a technígue

is employed whereby a representative sample of the populat,ion

is surveyed. To accomplish this it is necessary to define the
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population with respect to of what exactly it consists, where

it is located, and the tirne period to which it. belongs

(Daugherty 1-97 4: 1-5) . For this particular survey the

popuration consists of rnterlake farmers producing forage

crops in 1984 and thus the sample is limited to farms growing

a particular commodity within a well-defined geographic region

during a given year.

The sampling procedure ernployed in the survey was random-

point serection. However, because forage-producing farrns are

not evenly distributed throughout the fnterlake it was decided

to select sample farms at the census subdivision (census

subdivisions are coincidental- with RMs and LGDs) rather than

the regional Ievel. This method assured. that a sampre of
forage producers from all census subdivisions of the Interlake
would be sel-ected and that the density of sampre farms within
a census subdivision woul-d be rel-ative to the actual number

of forage-producing farms known to exist in the census

division.

V'Iith regard to sample size, the number of forage

producers in each census subdivision in ]-g94 was estimated

using an extrapolation technique and census data from 1976 and

1981-. A sample size of 6.5 percent was urtimately achieved,

a percentage sufficiently high that sampling error was not of
concern. Because the estimated number of forage-producers in
the twelve census subdivisions varied from a Low of 42 in the

RM of st. Laurent to a high of 311- in the RM of Rockwood, it
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was decided to take a larger sarnpling from census-subdivisions

with few forage producers and a smarler samplÍng from census-

subdivisions having a greater population of forage-producers.

This technígue T^ras applied in order to give greater varidity
to any statistical carculations that might subsequently be

made at the census subdivision Ievel.
Sample farms r¡/ere located on l_:50,000 Topographic Sheets

produced by the surveys and Mapping Branch of the Federal

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources (Appendix E). The

sampling procedure was to serect the required number of points

within each subdivision by superimposing a grid upon each map

sheet and generating sets of x and y coordinates using random

number tabl-es. Map sheets at the 1:50 000 scale indicated the

locatj-on of farmsteads and other rural structures, so it was

possible to serect as part of the sample the crosest farmstead

to each point generated, providing the farmstead hras within
a 2.5 kilometre radius of a point. occasionarry a point fell
in a remote area where no farm buildings hrere located within
the reguired 2.5 kilometre radius, in which case the point was

onitted and another one generated.

The locations of sample farms used in the analysis are

shown in Figure 5.1-. of the t-l-B forage producers surveyed 7l-

operated beef-cattle farms, 26 operated dairy farms and 2r

IÁ/ere classified as other. rn the l-ast category, 10 had

beef/dairy combination, 4 produced forage seed but had no

livestock, 4 had no livestock but entered. into a share-crop



FIGURE 5.1

LOCATION OF 118 SAMPLE FARMS IN THE INTERLAKE
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agreement with neighbours, and 3 raised horses.

Àdrninistering the guestionnaire

The questionna j-re hras adninistered to rzo rnterlake
forage producers during the months of March and Àpril, t_9g5"

A total of 152 randomly selected farrn sites v¡ere visited, with
32 being rejected for a variety of reasonsi the most conmon

two being that the farmer was either not at home or did not
gro\^I a forag'e crop. From the Lzo questionnaires compreted,

two hrere discarded one because the respondent v/as

uncooperative and refused to ansh/er a number of questions,.

the other owing to inconsistencies ín the respondentrs answers

with regard to absolute and percentage figures. Thus, 118

questionnaires vrere analyzed.

A face-to-face interview technigue $/as used because it
has traditionall-y been considered the most reliable rnethod for
collecting data; whether they be attitudinar or factuar in
nature (weinberg i-983:337) . rntroductory remarks, in which

the interviewer g:ave his name, stated his association and

outl-ined the objectives of the survey (Appendix D) v/ere kept
short and to the point and delivered in a relaxed and

confident manner. once the interview had conmenced, the
researcher had to sustain rapport with the respondent while
adhering to the standardization and structure built into the
questionnaire.
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on averag'e 40 minutes ürere reguired to complete a

questionnaire with the shortest interview lastÍng 2s minutes

and the longest one hour. Toward the end of the survey the
researcher spent long hours in the field and conducted as many

as 11 interviews in one day, however, the daily average v/as

five. The actual number achieved in a given day depended on

the distance between sample farms and the time taken to rocate
a respondent on the farrn.

The majority of forage-producers were co-operative and

patient in supplying anshrers to the guestionnaire. A few

participated with reructance, because the study v/as perceived

to have no direct benefit to their farms. rn general, though,

respondents appeared to gain some appreciation of the aim and

purpose of the research and supported it enthusiastically"

srunmary

The success of a survey is directty inftuenced by the
questionnaire and sampring technigue util-ized. rt is hoped

that there ü/ere no serious oversights or inherent shortcornings

in either of these areas and that the survey is reasonabry

representative of rnterlake forage-producers. As there v/as

no satisfactory method of checking the reriability of replies,
it was necessary to rely on human integrity and the
standardization of technique.

The wide range of forage production techniques reported
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in the subseguent analysis suggests that producers were indeed

honest in their responses and. did not resort to providing what

they might have considered the ,bestr ansv/er to such questions

as rrDo you use pedigree forage seed?rr, rrDo you soil test
forage fíelds?rr and rrDo you appry chemical- fertirizer annualry

to forage fields?". consequently, the analysis shourd provide
an authentic picture of forage prod.ucers in the rnterlake
regi-on as they practised farming in ),984.



CHÀPTER 6

FORAGE PRODUCTTON ON CÀTTLE FARMS IN THE INTERI,AKE

The fnterlake's claim to being 'cattle countryr is
supported by the fact that 7t of the 118 sample farms' (60.9

percent) included in the survey hrere classified as being beef

enterprises (Figure 5.1). In totaI, these 7I farms occupied

32,959 ha of which 2I,392 ha, or 64.9 percent, were utilized
in the production of forage. The forage in turn was used to
support 9,335 cattle. On average, Interlake cattlemen kept

l-30 cattle (of which 70 vrere coh/s) on a 464 ha holding, of
which 300 ha were producing forage. The objectives of this
chapter are to describe the various forage types and forage

management systems observed on these cattle farms.

Forage Types And Management, Systems

Native Forage

Native forage was reported on 61 of the 71 sarnpled cattle
farms (85.9 percent) and tras far and ahray the predominant

From this point on the termrfarm(s)r refers specificatty to sampte farm(s).

63
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forag'e in terms of areal- extent, occupying L4,Bg3 ha or 69.6

percent of the land base devoted to forage production.

However, the reratively Iow nutritional value of native forage

is reflected by the fact that the technigue used most

freguently to harvest the crop was grazing. Specifically,
survey data indicate that 98.7 percent of cattremen with
native forage used it in a grazing program, while only 39.3

percent chose to harvest it by mechanical means and store the

hay as winter feed (Table 6.1).

vühile virtuarly all cattlemen with native forage on their
farms used it for grazing, there was no consensus among them

with respect to their grazing system in that approximately

one-hal-f arlowed continuous grazing whire the remainder used.

some form of rotation (Table 6.2). Atthough rotational-
grazing is generally touted as being more progressive, this
lack of consensus is reasonable given that local field trials
comparing grazing systems indicate stocking rates per unit
area are more important than the grazing system employed, in
terms of maximízínq gains on pasture (MDA i_g8i_:45). In fact,
clark (1985:31-) cites research indicating that rangeland

conditions improve only slightly when rotational and

continuous grazing r¡rere compared and animal gains v/ere

generally lower with rotational than contj-nuous grazing. No

mention hras ever made by respondents of the comprementary

grazing system described in chapter 3, although 32 producers

did claim to graze both native and tame forage. Hovrever, alr
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TÀBTJE 6.1

UTTLIZATION OF NATIVE FORAGE BY CÀTTI,EMEN

Cattle Farms

% of, Cattlemen
With Native
Forage

Native
Pasture

59

96.7

Native
Hay

24

39.3

Either Native
Pasture or Hay

6l_

100. o

TABLE 6.2

GRÀZING SYSTEMS USED BY CATTLEI,ÍEN WTTH NATIVE FORAGE

#or

% of,

Cat,tlemen

Total

Rotational
Grazing

27

44 .3

Continuous
Grazing

34

55.7
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but one producer reported that cattle r¡rere allowed. onto native
pasture in mid-May, thus indicating that the most important
component of complernentary grazing the deferred grazing

ofnative forag.e - had not been adopted.

cattl-emen who chose to store native hay used one of three
different handling systems (Table 6.3). Two-thi-rds of
producers made rarge, round bares, one-third made stacks and

another one-third made conventional sguare bales. (one

producer often had two or even three handríng systems.) The

advantage of round bales over the other two systems, most

frequently cited by respondents, lvas that more hay can be put
up in a shorter period of tirne with less l-abour. similarly,
the time and labour necessary for feeding v¡ere also reduced.

These savings of both time and labour are of particular
importance when storing and feeding a retatively low-value
crop such as native forage. cattl-emen who made stacks of
native hay crairn that the quarity of hay from a stack was

TABLE 6.3

NATIVE HÀY HARVESTTNG SYSTEMS USED BY CATTLE¡{EN

Round
BaIe

Square
Stack BaIe

Number

% Of Total
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superior to that in a bal-e and, to them, worth the extra
labour required. This craim is supported in the forage

literature (Ensminger and orentine rg7gz26s) and these non-

adopters of round-bate technology are, therefore, not to be

faurted. on the other hand, the few cattlemen who stored
native hay in conventional square bares did so because they

either lacked the capital resources to purchase round barers
or v/ere unwilling to rnodify their forage handling system so

as to accommodate this nehrer technology.

Tame Forage

Although nearly 9s percent of the rnterlake cattlemen
reported growing tame forage, the areal extent of this crop
(5,959 ha) hras onry 40 percent that of native vegetation.
The tame-forage crop was dominated by three species: aIfalfa,
timothy and brome, with twelve other species being reported
(Tab1e 6.4 and Appendix A). Arfatfa vras the most wideJ-y

adopted legume in the region, occupying 95 percent of the
total area in tame forage by rnterrake cattle producers. with
regard to tame-grass species, the fact that the area under

tirnothy was only slightly ress than that sown to bromegrass

indicates the success of the MDA in promoting tirnothy, as an

al-ternative to brome, in low-Iying areas. on the other hand,

orchardgrass, which v/as promoted by the MDA as an early-
maturing species well suited to rnterlake pasture programs,
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TÀBLE

FORjAGE SPECIES REPORTED BY

6.4

TNTERLAKE CATTLE FÀRMERS

Forage Species

MAiTOR
AIfalfa
Brome
Timothy

MTNOR
Orchardgrass
Reed Canary Grass
Birdsfoot Trefoil
Crested Vüheatgrass
Russian Vüi1d Rye
Alsike Clover
Red Cl-over
Sweet Cl-over
Meadow Fescue
Peas
Oats
Corn

566L
4440
4202

720
382
332
259
206
188
L62

B3
65
49
49
40

Àreal Index
(Àlfalfa = 100)

r-00. 0
78.4
7 4.2

L2.7
6.7
5.9
4.6
3.6
,ì2

2.9
1.5
1.1
0.9
0.9
o.7

was onl-y reported on four farms. Two other cattlemen had

attempted growing orchardgrass in the past, but found it to
be highly susceptible to winter injury which reduced its
persistence in the forage stand.

rn view of the fact that the total area under tame forage

hras only 51959 ha, it is evident from Tabl-e 6.4 that on over

B 0 percent of farms severar f orage species hrere grov/n

simult,aneously in a forage mixture. These mixtures,

however, r/üere invariably anchored by arfarfa with fuIIy 10o
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TABI,E 6.5

DEGREE TO WHICH TÀME FORjAGE SPECIES
WERE SOWN INTO ÀN ALFÀIJFÀ BASED MTXTURE

Species

GRESSES
Bromegrass
Timothy
Orchardgrass
Reed Canary Grass
Crested Wheatgrass
Russian Vüi1d Rye
Meadow Fescue

LEGUI{ES
Birdsfoot Trefoil
A1sike Clover
Red Clover
Sweet Clover

Sown With % In Alfalfa
Àlfalfa Of Tota1

(ha) Sovrn

TotaI
Sown
(ha)

4440
4202
720
382
259
206

65

332
l_88
L62

83

4440
4028
720
382
25I
198

65

257
176
L62

65

100. o
95.9

100. 0
100. 0
96.9
96 .1,

100. 0

77 .4
93 .6

100. o
78.3

percent of the bromegirass, orchardgrass, reed canary grass

and red clover sown into an alfalfa mixture (Table 6.5).
Alfarfa is recognized as having the highest feed val-ue of
al-lcommonly grown crops and has consistently outyielded other
forage crops in Manitoba field trials. These positive aspects

of arfalfa have impressed rnterlake cattl-emen to the
extent that they rely upon it more heaviry than any other
speci-es of tame forag'e.

rdeally, productíon of tame forage required considerabry

more input from producers in terms of both manag.ement and

materials than does native forage. For this reason discussion
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on tame-forage management systems witl consider the decisions

made by surveyed cattlemen with regard to seed grade, curtivar
selection, soil testÍng and the annual application of chemical

fertilizer, as well as grazing and storage systems. The

variety of choices made and the number of cattl-emen rnaking

each choice are illustrated schematically in Figure 6.i-.

It is on the basis of forage-seed grade that Intertake
cattlemen are divided into two groups: those who sowed

pedigreed seed; and those who sowed common seed. The larger
group is comprised of tdose using pedigreed seed, thus

indicating that two-thirds of cattlemen recognize the

importance seed quality ptays in estabrishing a good forage

stand. Producers who chose to sorÂ/ common forage seed took

the approach that rforage is foraget and h/ere not convinced

that they would or could benefit through the use of pedígreed

seed.

rn considering tame-forage cultivars, a d.istinction r¡/as

made between producers who knew what variety of tame forage

they grew and those who did not. Fifty-five percent of
respondents were aware of at feast one tame-forage cultivar
qrohln on their farms, which, while not necessarily irnprying

that seed r¡ras selected on the basis of cultivar
characteristics, nevertheless does indicate a high revel of
cognizance of their forage production systems. An

inconsistency does exist, hohrever, in that l-O percent of
al-falfa producers claimed to know the variety of common seed;

an odd situation given that it ís forbidden by Iaw under the
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canadian seed Act to sell- common seed by cultivar name. Hov/,

or if, these producers came to know the dominant cultivar
contained in their common seed was not investigated, but the

seed would certainry not have been of pedigreed caribre. A

more surprising revelation than knowing the cultivar of common

seed was that 22 percent of the cattlemen v/ere ignorant of the

curtivar of their certified forage seed. while forgetting the
name of a forage variety is of no real significance in and of
itself, nevertheless, it suggests a lack of interest on the
part of cattlemen for the forage-production component of their
livestock enterprise.

soil testing and the annual application of chemical

fertilizer will be considered jointly, because the former

ought to largery dictate the recommendation of the latter.
No evidence of this ideal situation \Â/as provided by the survey

data. rndeed, 53.6 percent of respondents did apply chemical

fertilizer annually, yet only 7.2 percent el-ected to base

their fertilizer type and application rates on soil tests.
rn gleneral, cattlemen viewed soil- testing as an exercise

more appropriate for grain fields than those producing forage.

For instance, of the 64 cattlemen who used commercial

fertilizer without first conducting a soil test, all applied
110 kg of 11-55-0 (a high-phosphate fertilizer) per hectare.
rnevitably the question arises: how did these farmers

deterrnine the type and guantity of fertil-izer to apply? The
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most reasonable explanation is that forage fertilization was

promoted by the MDA in the 1970s. At this time triars
conducted in the rnterrake found that the application of l_l_o

kq/ha of high-phosphate fertilízer (11-48-0) increased forage
yields in a cost-effective manner (FRED 1,97624). rnterrake
cattremen appear generally to be satisfied with this
recommendation and therefore not anxious to identÍfy actual
soil-nutrient requirements at the field leveI through soil
testing.

vüith regard to the grazing of tame forage 53.6 percent of
rnterl-ake cattlemen with tame forage crops had stands which

they did not graze at all. Another 20.3 percent permitted

only falr grazing after a hay crop had been removed. of the
23 cattl-emen who did estabrish a grazing system on their tame

forage, 19 opted for rotationar grazíng, with only four
endorsing continuous grazing. These management decisions vis-
a-vis the grazing of tame forage indicate that the crop is
generally considered by Interlake cattlemen to be too valuable
f.or grazing and certaj-nly too varuabre for extens j-ve grazínq.
PreviousJ-y it was stated that native forage was primarily used

for grazing (supra, p.64). Tt is apparent that tame forage
is the primary source of stored winter feed in the rnterrake.
This dichotorny with respect to the utilization of native and

tame forage provides further evidence that the complementary

system of grazínq has not been adopted to any significant
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extent by Interlake cattl_emen.

Tame forage harvested for winter feed was stored in round

bal-es on 8L.2 percent of the regionrs cattle farms, square

bales on 30.0 percent, stacks on 16.6 percent and vertical
silos on L.4 percent. As stated in the discussion on native
forage, the popularity of round bales is a function of their
time- and labour-saving attributes (supra, p.66). rndeed, the
fact that 30.0 percent of rnterlake cattremen used a square

baler is misfeading because only t-5.9 percent of respondents

used excrusively a square baler. on the remaining farms the
square baler was an adjunct to the round baler, used mainly
as a back up should the round baler breakdown. The few

rnterlake cattlemen who chose to store hay in stacks al-I
craimed that they v¡ere unwj-ll-j-ng to sacrifice quality for the
savings in time and labour offered by the round-bare system.

Their opinion with regard to the high quarity of stacked hay

v/as shared by several Interlake cattlemen who had converted
from a hay-stack system to a round-baIe system. The one

respondent who reported an upright sil-o (actualry two upright
silos) operated a feedrot. Because a feedrot operation lends

itself to high levels of mechanization, it is possible that
the high capital investment required to erect a verticat silo
($roor000+) wourd eventualry be recovered. such woul_d not be

the case on typical cow-calf operations. Hence, silos are
rarely found on the region I s cattl-e farms.
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Figure 6.L reveals that cattlemen with certified forage

seed are l-ikery to nurture the crop with an annuar apprication
of chemicar fertilizer, which is not serected on the basis of
local soil tests. vüith respect to forage harvesting the

majority of this group chose not to utilize tame forage as

pasture, but rather cut it for winter feed and store it in a

round bale. Most rnterlake cattremen using common forage seed

neither soil- tested nor applied chemical fertir izer annually.

Forage Seed

Ten of the surveyed cattle farms produced a forage seed

crop. The total area harvested as forage seed vras 655 ha,

ranging from as little as I ha to a high of rsl ha on a farm

producing three different forage seed crops (Table 6.6).
Tirnothy was the most prevalent forage species g:rohrn for seed,

occupying 500 ha or 76.3 percent of the area producing forage

seed. Alfarfa cul-tivars h/ere produced on r32 ha or 20.r
percent of the area devoted to forage seed, whire the
remainder produced seed crops of birdsfoot trefoil and

bromeg,rass.

As stated previousry (supra, p.5l) forage-seed production
j-s sel-dom successful- when integrated with a l-ivestock

operation. T^Ihile thís survey was not designed to determine

the success or failure of a particular enterprise, data
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Timothy Àlfalfa

Forage Species (ha)

89
121
9s

40
40
40
40
36

65s

tof
Total
Area

::

6s

:r

I

Birdsfoot
Trefoil

501

16

76.5
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132

6

20.2
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Test

16

YES
NO
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NO
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NO

YES
NO

YES
NO
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Chemical
Fertilizer
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coll-ected on the habits of the forage-seed producers with
respect to soil testing and the annual apprication of chemical

fertilizer indicate the lever of management given to the crop.

For example, arr ten forage seed producers appried chemicaL

fertÍlizer to their crops each year. soil testing, however,

was conducted by only five of the ten producers. Those not
soil testing forage-seed fierds would not likery adhere to the

rigorous herbicide and harvesting schedules necessary to
ensure an acceptable yÍe1d of forage seed.



CHAPTER 7

FORA,GE PRODUCTION ON DÀTRY FÀRMS IN THE INTERLÀKE

lVhile Manitobars fnterlake region is renowned as 'cattle
countryr, a number of forage producers in the region are

engaged in other operations. Data from the j-9Bl- census

indicate that for every 10o cat,tle farmers in the region there
were 32 dairy operations. These census data are consistent
with those obtaj-ned through the survey where the ratio of
cattl-e farms to dairy farms was 2.Bj_ to 1.

The 26 dairy farms sampred (Figure 5.1) occupied 10,055

ha with 4 ,446 ha or 44 .2 percent being utir-ized in the
production of forage" This forage was used to support 2,0g6

dairy cattte. Thus, the averag'e rnterrake dairy farm had a

dairy herd of 80 animals, on a rand base of 386.7 ha of which

r71- ha was devoted to forage production. rn other word.s,

their farm size r¡/as l-6.9 percent smaller but their forage-
producing area 43.2 percent ress than cattle farms (supra,

p.63). Why dairlrmen were able to operate with fewer hectares

of forage than cattlemen wil-I be made evident in the
discussion on native and tame forage.

78
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Native Forage

As a group, dairy farmers v/ere ress dependent upon native
forage than cattl-emen. For exampfe, L7 farms or 65.3 percent

of the 26 dairy farms reported native forage, whereas the crop

was present on over 85 percent of cattle farms. The areal
extent of native forage on dairy farms was arso significantly
less. specifically r,747 ha or 39.3 percent of alr land

devoted to forage on dairy farms was under native grass, while
on cattl-e farms armost 70 percent of the area under forage was

producing natj-ve vegetation. Further evidence of native
forage not playing as important a role in the forage systems

of rnterlake dairy farms is that 1-3 producers, or 76.s percent

of the i-7 with native grass, chose not to store the crop for
wj-nter feed. Eight producers did not rery upon native forage

as a feedstuff at aJ-I, viewing native land as simpry an area

upon which animals could rexerciser.

The attitude of the regionrs dairy farmers toward native
forage differed from that of their cattre-producing
counterparts who, while not generally harvesting native forage

for winter feed, neverthel-ess relied upon it for summer

grazinq in order to preserve tame forage stands for winter
feed. The explanation for the apparent dismissal- of native
forage by dairy farmers is that they adopted a forage system

that provided ample tame forage for year-round feeding.
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Tãne I'orage

Just over 96 percent of the sampled dairymen produced

tame forage, a proportion comparable to cattl-emen (supra,

p.68). However, when considering the ratio of tame to native
forage, dairymen were more inclined to produce tame forage,

in that, the 2,699 ha of tame forage on dairy farms provided

a tame to native ratio of 1.5:1, whereas on cattl-e farms the
same ratio was o.421-. As was the case with cattl-e producers,

the dairymenrs foragie crop was dominated by alfatfa, brome and

tirnothy (Tab1e 7.I).
The importance placed on al-falfa by fnterlake daJ-rymen

is demonstrated by the fact that 93.4 percent of the total-
area sot,rrn to a tame forage crop was producing alfalfa. As for
brome and timothy, they were not as wel-l- represented as they

v/ere on cattl-e farms. For example, oD dairy farms the areal
index of brome to alfarfa was 60.5 whereas on cattre farms it
was 78.4. rn the case of tinothy the difference was even more

dramatic with the respective indices being 48.2 and 74.2.

(Tab1e 7.I) .

Alfal-fa was the preferred tame forage crop on dairy farms

just as it had been on cattle farms and for the same reasons

(supra, p.69) . The difference was that dairyrnen who grew

alfal-fa devoted 56.7 percent of their forage land to the

cultivation of an al-falfa based crop, whi-re cattlemen grer¡
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FORAGE SPECIES

TABLE 7.L

REPORTED BY INTERLÀKE DÀIRY FÀRMERS

Forage Species

MÀJOR:
AIfalfa
Brome
Timothy

UINORS
Orchard Grass
Sweet Clover
Corn
Meadow Fescue
BarJ-ey
Oats

Area
(ha)

252r
r526
121,4

7I
53
43
26
l2
1,2

% of,
AII
Tame
Forage

93 .4
56.5
45.O

2.6
2.O
l_. 6
l_. 0
0.4
0.4

Areal Index
(ALfalfa = X00)

100. 0
60. 5
48.2

2.8
2 .1,
r.7
1.0
0.5
0.5

alfarfa on onry 26.4 percent of the land used in forage
production.

Decisions made by dairy farmers with regard to the
management of their tame forage are shown schematicarry in
Figure 7.L. when considering the first four techniques

dairymen clearly emerg'e as more committed to forage management

than cattlemen. For exampre, gg percent of d.airy farmers

sowed pedigreed forage seed compared with onry s5.7 percent

of cattre producers. sixty-eight percent of dairymen courd

name at l-east one forage curtivar found on their farms as

opposed to only 55 percent of cattl-emen. Eighty-one percent

of dairyrnen subscribed to the strategy of fertirizing forage,
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whereas only s4 percent of cattlemen went through this
procedure. Although few dairymen based their selection and

application rates of fertilizer on soil tests, the proportion
of the total who did so hras higher than cattlemen; 24 percent

against 7.2 percent.

The rnajority of dairymen (76 percent) reported that they
did not permit grazing on tame forage. contínuous grazing
systems v/ere ernployed by 2B percent of dairymen and rotational
grazing by 20 percent. By and Ìarge they downplayed the
importance of forage as a pasture crop, but placed great
importance on forage as a stored feed.

storage of feed crops on rnterl-ake dairy farms was quite
different than on cattre farms with the emphasis being on

conventional square bares rather than rarge round bales
because on farms where individuar stal-l feeding of cows \Àras

practised or where coT¡IS v/ere housed in stanchions neither
round bares nor stacks were practical. Twenty or g0 percent

of the 25 dairymen storing tarne hay used square bales and., of
those, LL stored all of their winter feed as smalr bales.
Round bales v/ere used exclusively by 3 dairymen and in
combination with other storage methods by another 6 dairymen.

only one respondent reported using stacks. As the nature of
most dairy operations hras not conducive to the adoption of
round-bal-e technology, storing forage in a silo became the
best indicator of progressive behaviour. silo technol_ogy was
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used on 6 dairy farms.

Forage Seed

only one of the 26 dairy farms reported a forage seed

crop and the presence of forage seed on that particular farm

tnras a function of the ov/ner I s son being an Agricultural
Representative with MDA. of the 26 dairymen surveyed, 5 had

rel-atively large cash crop enterprises but they were dominated

by grains and oilseeds.



CHÀPTER 8

OTHER FORAGE-PRODUCTNG FARMS IN THE INTERLAKE

In Chapters 5 and 6 the farms under consideration v¡ere

classified as either cattle or dairy, respectively. However,

21' of the 1l-8 sample farms (Figure 5.1) satisfied neither of
these classifications because there were ten farms with both
a beef and dairy component, three involved in the raising of
horses, four carried no rivestock but produced forage as a

seed crop, while the remaining four l-eased their forage-
producing land to neighbouring farmers. This chapter provides

a synopsis of forage-producing techniques utirized by farmers

in each of these groups.

BeeflDairy CombinatÍon

Ten of the farms surveyed, oy 9.5 percent of the total
survey, had a combined beef and dairy operation. These farms

are referred to col-lectively as beef/dairy operations because

on 7 of the 10 farms the beef herds \¡/ere over twice as large
as the dairy herds, whil-e on the rernainíng 3 farms the beef
and dairy herds hrere approximately the same size.

The mean size of these operations r^ras 43i-.5 ha, whire
mean herd size was 73 animal-s , of which 5l- hrere beef cattl_e
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and 22 dairy cattle. The mean area under forage ü/as 347.5

ha, which amounted to Bo.5 percent of the land base. when

compared with single enterprise beef or dairy farms, it v/as

observed that the average beef/dairy combination had the
fewest cattl-e, riìras midway between dairy and beef in terms of
farm size and devoted more rand to forage production than

either of the other two operations. As welr as devoting more

of their l-and to forage production, beef/dairy operators
produced more native forage than their beef or dairy
counterparts. specifically, 79.6 percent of alr forage
produced on farms with beef/dairy enterprises T¡/as native
whereas native forage accounted for 69.6 and 39.3 percent of
the forage crop on beef and dairy operations, respectively,

How farms with a dairy component could managie to meet

production quotas, while relying almost entirely on native
vegetative as a foodstuff, is answered by the fact that 7 of
the l-0 producers had cream quotas. shippers of cream have

less stringent requirements when it comes to regurating daily
nilk production and can actually achieve their entire annual

guota during the grazing season, if they so desire.
of the 1-0 forage producers managing both a beef and dairy

herd, only 3 used certified seed and., of those, just 1 could
name a forage cultivar seeded on the farm. None of the
producers did any soil testing, although five appfied chemical

fertil-izer. As for the winter storage of forage, a variety
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of systems v/ere used. on four farrns round bales hrere used

excrusivefy, three farms used only square bales, whíIe both

round and square bares were used on two farms. The operators

of these two farms specifical-Iy stated that round bal-es hrere

prepared for beef cattl-e while sguare bares hrere fed to dairy
cattl-e. one farm, l-ocated on the naturar grasslands of st"
Laurent, stored hay in stacks. Forage sees was not produced

on any beef/dairy farm surveyed. The strategy adopted by

these farmers v/as to use curtivabl-e land not producing tame

hay in the production of feedgrains for on-farm use rather
than a cash crop.

Horse Farms

of the three horse farms surveyed, one r¡¡as involved in
the sale of pregnant marers urine (pMU), a substance used by

the pharmaceutical industry in the production of oral
contraceptives, and the other two in the breeding of
thoroughbreds.

The PMU farm was located in the RM of col-dweIl on a rand

base of 1600 hâ, 95 percent of which was producing native
vegetation. The farm supported approxÍmately 2oo horses.
Rotational grazing was practised on this farm with round bales

used for storing native hay as winter feed. chernical
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fertilizer r,rras not applied to the native forage.
The farms producing thoroughbreds were located in Rosser

and the southern most part of Gimri. The farm in Rosser v/as

comprised of 235 ha of which only s5 ha, or 23.4 percent of
the farmrs land base, h¡as devoted to forage productions. rt
maintained 20 horses. All of the forage was tame, 40 ha being
an arfalfa/brome mixture whil-e the remaining l-5 ha v/as a

purestand of bromegrass. Grazing on this farm was continuous,

with hay being stored in sguare bal-es for ease of staIl
feeding.

on the farm l-ocated in Gimli, 35 horses were kept on 55

ha. of the 55 ha, 2s ha \Á/ere solrn with an alfalfa-timothy
mixture using pedigree seed. The resulting crop Ì^ras stored
in round bafes, but because the land base was inadeguate for
the support of 35 horses, an additional 3OOO square bales ÌÀrere

purchased each year. The remaining 30 ha \^/ere in a native
state and used to exercise horses in both summer and winter.
The natj-ve forage produced on this farm was not considered by

the operator as a feedstuff, an attitude shared by many dairy
producers (supra, p.79) , presumably because of the rower

nutritive value of native forage compared to tame. A forage-
seed crop was not produced on any of the three horse farms.
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Forage Seed (No Livestock)

Four farms included in the survey had no livestock, but
did grow forage solely as a seed crop. These cash crop farms

had a mean areal extent of 404.7 ha. The proportion of each

farm devoted to forage production ranged from j_3.3 to 2s.z
percent.

on three of the four farms forage seed hras managed as

carefully, if not more carefully, than grain and oilseed
crops. rndications of the high lever of management given to
forage-seed crops incl-ude: soil testing on land intended for
forage-seed production; the sowing of foundation seed; and the
apprication of chemical fertir izer to the specifications
recommended in the soil test results. one of the three farms

rì¡as located in the RM of Fj-sher, while the other two v/ere in
the RM of Bifrost. Both these RMs had locar MDA offices which

actively promoted forage-seed production. A further
]ocational advantage to farmers in Fisher and Bifrost was the
presence of seed-cleaning plants in Fisher Branch and Arborg

willing to purchase the crop at competitive prices.
on the other cash crop farm, located in Rosser, the

forage-seed crop harvest was incidental, however, in that
sweet clover was planted as a prough down crop to improve soil
tilth. As an intended plough down crop, the producer elected
to plant common seed and neither soil- test nor apply chemical
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fertilizer.

Forage Land Leased To Neighbour (No Livestock)

rn this category, each of the four farrns occupied a

quarter section of land (64.8 ha). Two of these quarters were

entirely in native Iand, while on the other two the area under

tame forage was 35 and 43 percent, respectively. rmprovements

on the l-atter two farms hrere by the randowners, but certif ied
seed was not used, nor \¡/as the forage crop fertilized. AII
four ol¡/ners had arrangements with a neighbour, whereby the
forage crop coul-d be harvested either through grazing or by

mechanical means. rt is noteworthy that three of the four
owners $rere over 65 and had retired from active farrning. The

fourth was under 35 and hoped to use his quarter section as

the basis for a larger farmi-ng operati-on in the future.



CHå,PTER 9

CLÀSSIFICÀTION OF FORjAGE PRODUCERS

Classification Systen

The classification system developed for this chapter
reguired each of the i-i-B forage producers surveyed to be

assigned a score of frorn o to 10, based on the anshrers to g

guestions on forage production asked during the interviews
(Appendix c) and a subjective evaluation by the researcher of
their farm operations. Before embarking on the anatysis, the
scoring procedure utilized wilr be outrined in detail.

Of the 9 questions used to score forage producers, 5

\^Iere binary while the remaining 4 arlowed a range of anshrers.

Binary questions were answered either in the affirmative or
negative with l-.0 point being awarded if the producer had

adopted a given forage production technique and no points in
the event of non-adoption. These questions asked producers

to name forage cultivars found on their farms (only one point
\n/as awarded regardl-ess of the number of curtivars nanred) and

to state whether or not they sowed pedigreed forage seed, soil
tested their forage fierds, appried chemical_ fertil izer
annually and practised rotationar grazing (rotational grazing
was not considered on farms without livestock).

9I
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For each of the other 4 questions a range of answers r¡/as

possible. Therefore, respondents could score between o.o and

1.0. These questions enguired about harvesting systems, the
percentage of forage so\¡/n to tame species, forage species
grown other than alfarfa and brome, and the number of
information sources consulted regarding the management of
forage crops. under harvesting systems, 1.0 point was awarded

to producers with a silo, 0.g to those with round bales and

0.4 to those having either smarl- bal-es or stacks. vühile using

either a silo or round bale did not necessarily imply that a

producer manag'ed his forage wel-l, it did indicate a

progressive nature. rn scoring producers for the percentage

of forage which was tame, the procedure was to dívide the
percentage of cul-tivated forage by 1oo and round to the
nearest tenth. Here, producers r¡/ere rewarded for choosing to
sow tame forage rather than rely on native grass. Awarding

points for each forage species gror,r/n, other than arfalfa or
brome, reflects the MDAIs emphasis on promoting other forage
species recommended for Manitoba. rn scoring, 0.3 points hrere

given for each forage species, other than alfalfa or brome,

grohrn on the farm with 1.0 being the maximurn score attainabre.
(No producer scored over 0.9.) Thg use of a variety of
information sources to learn about new forage cul_tivars and

production methods was an indicator of farmers who were both
good managlers and progressive in their thinking. The maximum
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score allowed was 1.0, with 0.2 points being awarded for each

information source consulted.

The finar point used in the scoring of a forage producer

invorved an evaruation by the researcher of the overarl farm

operation. Scores could range from 0.0 to l-.0

with intervals of o.l-. A score of o. o woul-d indicate an

extremely poor farm operation, whereas l-.0 wourd be an

excellently managed operation.

once all producers had been given an overa]l score, the
scores Ì¡¡ere placed in sequence and quartiles deterrnined. Each

farmrs forage-production system was then classified as Lt 2,

3 or 4 based upon the quartile into which it fell, with class
1 comprising the upper quartile and crass 4 the rower.

Quali-tatively, cl-ass l- producers can be described as

excellent; class 2 producers good; class 3 producers fair;
and, class 4 producers poor. Because of the frequency of tied
scores and the need to place all farms with equivaJ_ent scores

in the same class, the actual percentage of producers in each

class ranged from 22.O to 28.9.

In the following analysis the characteristics associated

with producers from each of the four forage c]asses wirl be

described, with the emphasis being on intraregionar
differences. Frequent references wirl be made to the four
land-resource units of the rnterlake, discussed in chapter 2

(supra, pp.8-14).
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Analysís

Class l- Forage Producers

A total- of 26 rnterlake forage producers, or 22.0 percent

of all forage producers surveyed, fel1 into the highest
quartile. The arear distribution (Figure 9.1) of the top
forage producers indicates clusterings in those areas with the
regioris best agricultural Iand, namery the Red River/osborne
and Arborg/Peguis l-and-resource units, whereas a more

dispersed pattern is observed in rnwood/Meleb and rsafold,
land-resource units characterized by poor drainage and stony
soils. specifically, 35.7 percent of all- Red River/osborne
forage producers and 24.o percent of those in Arborg/peguis

fell- into the class 1 category, compared with only 1,8.2

percent and 14.0 percent of forage producers in rsafold and

Inwood/Meleb, respectively.

As werf as illustrating the rocation of class l_ forage
producers, Figure 9.J- indj-cates that 65.4 percent of the top
forage producers were engaged in either d.airying, a farm

enterprise that requires a consistent supply of high-quality
forage in order that nilk quota requirements be met on a dairy
basis r or forage- seed production, an enterprise simirar to
grain and oilseed production with regard to the high levels
of purchased inputs and management skill_ necessary for a crop
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to be profitabre. The type of farm enterprise on which forage
r^/as gro\^/n also had a strong spatial component. over 75

percent of crass 1 forage producers who had either a dairy or
beef-dairy operation \^¡ere farming in Red River/osborne, whire
65.2 percent of top forage producers with a forage-seed
component as part of their farming enterprise hrere located in
Arborq/Peguís.

The high percentage of top forage producers in Red

Rj-ver/osborne is a function of historj-cal inertia given the
need, year's âgo, to produce a perishabre commodity like mirk
cl-ose to the consuming population in winnipeg. Today, with
on-farm coolers and refrigerated trucks, proximity to large
cities is not as important, but, nevertheless, these data

indicate that class 1 forage producers tend to operate farms

in the originar l,Iinnipeg nilkshed. As for forage-seed
producers, the l-and-drainage program under FRED (supra, p.34)

al-lowed for the cultivation of thousands of additional
hectares. This in turn resurted in the construction of large
forage-seed prants in both Arborg and Fisher Branch whích

provided a ready market for farmers in Arborg/peguis with an

interest in growing a forage-seed crop.

Figure 9.2 indicates the x scores attained by class 1

forage producers for each of the ten production variables
measured. Producers falling into this quartile had an overall
x score of 7.7 with individual scores ranging frorn 6.8 to 8.7.
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!ühil-e arl class 1 producers, regardless of their location or
farm enterprise type, sowed. pedigreed forag.e seed when

estabrishing a crop and nurtured the crop with annual

applications of chemical fertilizer, there hrere considerable
intraregional differences for some of the other variables.

Tame hay, for example, v/as associated more wÍth the dairy
enterprises of Red River/osborne and forage-seed producers of
Arborg/Peguis than the cattlemen of rnwood/Me1eb and rsaford.
on the other hand, rotationar- grazing scores v/ere highest in
rsafold and lowest in Red River/osborne. rn both cases the
resultant scores were a function of the avail-abirity of
curtivated land. rn the first instance, tame hay scores hrere

high in land resource units where cul-tivated land was abundant

and quite low in those units where native grass or bushrand

dominated. As for rotationar grazj-nq, the technigue hras of
more importance to forage producers havi-ng a lirnited suppry

of tame hay and, therefore higher scores were attained by the
cattlemen of rsafold and rnwood/Meleb than by forage producers

residing in either Arborg/peguis or Red River/osborne.

soil testing was another forage production technique for
which intraregional differences vrere observed among producers

falling into the highest'quartile. rn Arborq/peguis and Red

River/osborne the percentage of crass 1 forage producers who

based the application of chemical fertilizer on soil- tests was

83.2 and 70.3, respectively. By contrast, only 32.g percent
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FIGURE 9.2

MEAN SCORES ATTAINED BY CLASS 1 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE LAND-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE INTERLAKE REGION
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of class 1- producers in rnwood/Mel-eb and 25.6 percent of those
in rsaford soir tested on an annual basis. Given that the top
forag'e producers in rnwood/Me1eb and rsaford were progressive
in so much that they sowed. pedigreed seed, cour-d identify the
forag:e they grev¡ by cultivar type and applied chemical
fertilizer to their forage crops, their fairure to soil_ test
r¡¡as more a consequence of the technique being poorly promoted
by agricu]-tural extension agents than an unwil_ringness to
adopt recommended practices. The situation, then, \^¡as one

where those producers requiring a hiqh r-evel of support from
government and private ì-ndustry were actualry provided with
a very low leve1 of support.

characteri-stics of both farms and farm operators falling
into the class 1 category are presented in Table g.L and
Fi-gure 9.3 - rntraregi-onal dif ferences are, again, quite
pronounced.

on farms in Red River/osborne, for example, Table g.1,

indicates an intensive system of land management was practised
allowing a t herd size of l-7g.9 RCAUs to be supported on farms
averaging only 401. l- ha. The prirnary reason behind this
accomplishment vras that 96. 6 percent of the landbase v/as

improved. rn rsafold,on the other hand, just 39.8 percent of
farmland v/as improved and., consequently, class 1 forage
producers in this land resource unit maintained 44.i- percent
fewer RCAUs on 63.7 percent more rand than did their
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TABLE 9.1

soclÀL, ECoNOMIC ÀND FARM CHÃ,RjACTERTSTICS
OF CLÀ'SS 1 FORAGE PRODUCERS IN THE TNTERLAKE REGTON

characteristics Red River/ arborg/ rnwood/ rsafold x
Osborne peguis MeLeb

SociaI

Age (yrs) 45.0 S1.s 39.3 40.3 44.5

Education (yrs) 10. 6 l-0. O l-l-. O l_O. B 10.6

Economic

å Of f-Farm Work 1-0. O 33 . 3 J.6.7 ZS . O Lg .2

Z Land Improved 86.6 gO.2 68.5 39.8 76.A

RCAUs* 179.9 35.0 172.8 1OO.O 147.2

Farm

Farm size (ha) 401,.L 4L7 .s 504 . 6 6s6.7 468 .1-

Distance from 36.2 ]-]-g.7 i,43 .Z 7S.O 85.9
Wps (kn)

# ot Farms l_O 664

x RCAU = roughage consuming anima[ unit
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counterparts in Red Rj-ver/osborne. Farms in Arborg/peguis

were similar to those in Red River/osborne with respect to
farm size and percentage of rand improved, but quite different
when it came to x herd size. The explanation for this
difference in herd size is that in Red River/osborne most

crass 1- forage producers v/ere dairymen and grew the crop as

a component of their l-ivestock operations, whereas in
Arborq/Peguis the top forage producers concentrated on the
production of forage seed as a cash crop.

Personar characteristics of class 1 forage producers al_so

varied considerably depending on the l-and-resource unit in
which their farms hiere rocated. For example, Figure g.3

il-lustrates that in rsaford one-harf of the top forage
producers \¡/ere British and the other half French, but in
Arborg/Peguis neither of these two ethnic groups was present

among: class 1- forage producers. Here, top forage producers

hrere predominantly ukrainian with the remainder being
scandinavian. The ethnicity of rnwood/Meteb forage producers

falling into the class 1 category \Âras equally split amongl

British, ukrainian and German, whi]e in Red River/osborne 50

percent of producers r¡rere British , 40 percent German and the
remaining 10 percent French. These data indicate that the top
forage producers in a land resource unit i^/ere generalry of the
same ethnicity as the initiar settring group in the area

(supra, pp.22-7). It is noteworthy, ho\^/ever, that Cl_ass l-
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ETHNICITY OF CLASS 1 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE LAND-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE 'INTERLAKE REGION
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forage producers qrere drawn from alr five of the ethnic groups

encountered during the survey and thus emerged as a

cosmopolitan group.

Age, off-farm work and years of education are other
varj-abres considered in the analysis. vühiIe years of
education varied littl-e among class 1- forage producers of the
different rand-resource units, such was not the case with age

and off-farm work (Table 9.1).
Top forage producers in Arborg/peguis vrere, with a I age

of 51.5, over l-o years older than those in rnwood/Mereb and

rsafold. Also, one-third of forage producers j_n Arborg/peguis
worked off the farm while in rsaford and rnwood/Me1eb the
corresponding percentages hrere 25.o and :-6.7, respectively.
As for the top producers in Red River/osborne, they averaged

45.0 years in age and only l-0.0 percent worked off the farm.

The order age of class r- forage producers in
Arborg/Peguis indicates that their progressive nature v¡as a

function of farming experience and financial- security gained

as the operators of cash-crop enterprises }ocated on a good

land base. consequently, they had both the interlectual and

financial- resources with which to establish a class l_ forage
production system. The opportunity that one-third of these

operators had to work off the farm resul-ted from a combination
of two factors: first, the rabour requirements on cash-crop
enterprises are very low during winter months and, second, the
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towns of Arborg and Fisher Branch v/ere J-arge enough that j obs

v/ere readily available.

rn Red River/osborne, class 1- forage producers also had

several years of farming experience and enjoyed a reasonabl-e

leve1 of financial security, due rargely to the inherent
fertility of their land base. As v/as the case in
Arborq/Peguis, experience and financial security \^rere what

enabled these Red River/Osborne producers to establ-ish Class

1 forage production systems. The fact that only 10.o percent
of the top producers in Red River/osborne worked off the farm

I^ras a function of the high labour requirements of a dairy
operation, the predominant farm type of crass 1 forage
producers in this land-resource unit.

class 1 forage producers farming in rnwood/Meleb and

rsafol-d hrere of a younger age and operated farms located on

land that rnras generarly poorry drained and,/or stony. This
indicates that the decision by farmers in these rand-resource
units to establish Class 1 forage production systems v¡as based

more on the desire to improve their operations than it was on

either farming experience or financial stabirity.

Class 2 Foraqe producers

The areal

the Interl-ake

distribution of Cl_ass 2 forage producers in
(Figure 9.4) is markedly different than that
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FIGURE 9.4

THE LOCATION OF CLASS 2 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE INTERLAKE REGION
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observed for cl-ass 1 forage producers. specifically | 37.2

percent of alr rnwood/Mereb forage producers emerged as class
2 producers whereas onry 14.0 percent had attained the cl_ass

l- status. conversely, in Red River/osborne 3s.7 percent of
forage producers had fallen Ínto the highest quadrant,but onl-y

r7.9 percent were in the second. rn the other two land-
resource units, Arborg/Peguis and rsafold, the percentage of
class 2 forage producers showed increases,but of a more modest

nature than was the case in Inwood/Meleb.

with regard to farm enterprì-ses, Figure 9.4 indicates
that 61.8 percent of all crass 2 forage producers were

cattremen, the najority of whom farmed in rnwood/Me]eb. Dairy
operations accounted for 32.4 percent of Cl-ass z

forage producers, but these farms, rather than being

concentrated in Red River/osborne as hras the case with crass

1 forage producers, were dj-spersed throughout the region. of
interest, is that no cl-ass 2 forage producers operated a farm

with both beef and dairy enterprises. The rernaining

forage producers who fe]I into the second quadrant incl_uded

one who operated a horse farm and another who leased his
forage fields to a neighbour. Both of these operations vrere

located in rsafol-d. These data associate class 2 forage
producers primarily with beef operations in the land-resource
unit of rnwood/Me1eb and, to a resser extent, dairy operations
located outside of Red River/osborne. such a high percentage
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of good forage systems in rnwood/Meleb resurted in part from

the land-clearing program of FRED (suprar p.34). This
program, along with the Grassrand society, served to convince

many cattlemen that the higher the quality of their forage

crops the better the guarity of the cattre they offered for
sale.

In the classj-fication of fnterlake forage producers those

falling into the second quadrant had an overalr x score of 6.2

with the range being frorn 5.7 to 6.7. Figure 9.5 shows that
high scores \4/ere attained by all forage producers with reg,ard

to pedigreed seed and curtivar. A startring discovery,
however, h/as that the vast najority of class 2 producers did
not conduct soil tests before app]_ying chemical fertilizer.
In Red River/Osborne the situation was most dramatic with l-OO

percent of class 2 forag'e producers apprying chemical

fertilizer to forage crops, but none doing so on the bases of
soil tests. Given that soir test scores were considerably
lower than those attained on other variables, the fault would

have to be attributed as much to the promoters of soil testing
as to the farmers.

Another anomaly illustrated in Figure g.s is the high
degiree to which class 2 forage producers in rsafold search

out informatj-on on the crop. rsaford is a rand-resource unít
ideally suited for grassrand farming,but soir rimitations and

the extensive nature of farms limits the use of expensive
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FIGURE 9.5

MEAN SCORES ATTAINED BY CLASS 2 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE LAND-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE INTERLAKE REGION
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technologies. The situation, therefore, is that rsafold
forage producers falling into the second quadrant have

achieved that status more as a result of their guest for
knowledge than their application of knowJ_edge.

The characteristics of crass 2 forage producers and their
farms are provided in Tabl_e 9.2 and Figure 9.6.

over 45 percent of a1l crass 2 forage producers in the
rnterlake farmed in rnwood/Meleb. These farms maintained an

averaqe of 147.7 RCAUs on a land base of s97.4 ha of which

56.7 percent v/as improved. on 91.3 percent of these farms

beef cattl-e r^rere raised. This tendency of crass 2 forage
producers to raise beef cattle using extensive land-use
systems is consistent with the limited agricultural
capabilities of rnwood/Me1eb. rn rsafold class 2 forage
producers practised a sirnilar system of extensive land-use
management but, here, the emphasis was not on beef
production. rn both Arborg/peguis and Red River/osborne a

more intensive system of rand use r^/as evj_dent. rn these areas
of more productive soj-rs farms hrere smarler and the percentage

of cleared land greater. However, herd sizes $/ere aLso

smal-ler, thus implying that the horders of these farms v/ere

more involved in the curtivation of grain and oilseed crops
than they were in forage production.

vühen comparing class 2 forage producers with producers

in the highest quartile it is apparent that the latter are
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TABI,E 9.2

socrÀIJ, EcoNoMIc ÀND FARM
OT'CLASS 2 FORÀGE PRODUCERS IN

CHÀRACTERTSTTCS
THE INTERLAKE REGION

Characterístics

Social

Age (yrs)

Education (yrs)

Economic

å Off-Farm lVork

eo Land fmproved

RCAUs

Farm

Farm size (ha)

Distance from
Inlpg (km)

# of Farms

Red River/ AÊb,org/
Osborne peguis

Inwood/ Isafold
MeIeb

*

4L.6

l_l-. 6

90.2

78.4

273 .6

43.0

4I.5

1l-. 0

37 .5

82 .5

50. 4

331.3

l_05. 5

48.9

9.8

6.3

56.7

L47 .7

597 .4

L44.5

39.0 45.0

12.2 LO.7

40.0 t7 .6

66 .1_ 69 .I

l_08.8 107. 3
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able to maíntain a larger number of RCAUs on smalrer farms,

thus indicating the benefits associated with the adoption of
progressive farming techniques. Arso, a comparison of
distance from !,Iinnipeg indicates that cl-ass 2 forage producers

are, in general, located 2s.4 km farther from winnipeg, than

cl-ass l- producers. This supports von Thünen r s concept that
as one moves away from an urban market, land use becomes more

extensive and, conseç[uently, the degree to which progressive
production technologies are adopted, diminishes.

A comparison of the 1 cotumns of Figure 9.1 and 9.2 shows

that regionwide the age and ]ever of education of class l_ and

class 2 forage producers were almost identicat, as v/as the
percentage who perforrned off-farm work. Ethnicity, however,

hlas a social factor that did help differentíate cl-ass l_ and

cl-ass 2 forage producers. cl-ass 2 forage producers v/ere

predominantly British. rn fact, in each of the farm rand

resource units 50 percent or more of forage producers falling
into the second quadrant $/ere of British extraction. rn
contrast to the ubiquitous nature of British farmers among

forage producers in the crass 2 category, ukrainían producers

of that status \Á¡ere located exclusivery in Arborg/peguis,

where they accounted for one-harf of aIt such producers.

These data indicate that above- average forage producers of
British extraction, be they cl-ass 1or cl-ass zt v/ere located
throughout the rnterlake and involved in a variety of farm



FIGURE 9.6

ETHNICITY OF CLASS 2 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE LAND-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE INTERLAKE REGION
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enterprise types. on the other hand, ukrainians in either
class l- or cl-ass 2 were largely conf ined to farms in
Arborq/Peguis having a forage-seed component.

Class 3 Foraqe Producers

Thirty-one rnterlake forage producers ferl into the class
3 category, thus ranking as fair on a quaritative basis.
Figure 9.7 indicates that this group of forage producers had

the highest density in Red River/osborne and the lowest in
Arborg/Peguis. Specifically | 32.I percent of alL Red

River/osborne forage producers were,in the class 3 category
while in rsaford and rnwood/Meleb the percentages v/ere 27.3

and 25.6, respectively. rn Arborg/peguis onJ-y 2o.o percent
of forage producers were in the third quadrant. The high
concentration of class 3 forage producers in Red River/osborne

is an anomaly given that it al-so had the highest concentratj-on

of Class 1 forage producers.

Tn addressing the anomaly of Red River/osborne forage
producers having high representation in both the excellent
and fair categories it is illustrative that 60.o percent of
crass 1 forage producers from this land-resource unit were

dairymen, whil-e in the case of cl-ass 3 producers 55.6 percent

h/ere cattl-emen. These data indicate that the cl-assification
of forage producers farming within a land-resource unit having



FIGURE 9.7

THE LOCATION OF CLASS 3 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE INTERLAKE REGION
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soj-Is of high agricultural- capability was a function of farm

enterprise type. This v¡as a quite different situation than

that encountered on the rower agricurtural capability soils
of rnwood/Meleb where there v/as a high representation of
cattlemen in each of the excerlent, fair and good categorj_es.

The k scores attained on forage production variabres by

cl-ass 3 producers are shown in Figure 9.9. overarl,the Í.

score for this class was 4.9 with a range from 4.2 to 5.6.
Pedigreed seed \^ras the forage variable for which class

3 had the highest accumulated score. However, the pattern of
the histogram describing the variable indÍcates a steady

decline in pedigreed seed use as one moves from the fertile
soils of the Red River/osborne unit north to the soils of
Arborg/Peguis, then west to the poorer and heaviry treed soirs
of rnwood/Mereb and, finarry, south to the native grasslands

of Isafo1d.

The lowest scoring variable v/as ,again, soil testing.
only l-o percent of class 3 forage producers in Red

River/osborne conducted soír tests on forage fietds, while j_n

the land-resource units of Arborq/peguisrrnwood/Meleb and

Isafold there \tras none. particularly alarming r¡/as the
tendency for forage producers to apply chemical fertilizer on

some basis other than soil tests. rn rsafold, for example,

100 percent of cl-ass 3 forage producers applied chemical

fertilizer annuatty, but none used soil tests to determine
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FIGURE 9.8

MEAN SCORES ATTAINED BY CLASS 3 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE LAND-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE INTERLAKE REGION
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fertilizer type and application rates. rnstead, these T¡rere

based on generar recommendations provided by the MDA or agro-
chemical- companies. The practice of applying chemical

fertj-lizer on the basis of generarized recommendations is
often referred to as rcookbookr farming and criticised as

being potentially hazardous to the environment. The major
problem is that phosphorus may be applied in excess of plant
needs with the excess then washed from soils into streams and

lakes where it contributes to eutrophication.
Data in Tabre 9.3 indicates that class 3 forage producers

in Red River/osborne and Arborg/peguís operate small_er farms

with fewer RCAUs than do their counterparts in rnwood/Meleb

and rsafold, a situation consistent with that observed for
class 1 and cl-ass 2 forage producers. overall, age of
operator and level of education \^/ere also quite consistent
among cl-ass r,2 and 3 forage producers. There is a

considerable difference, however, in the percentag'e of
producers perforrning off-farm work. Among crass 3 forage
producers 35.5 percent performed off-farm work regionwide,

with the percentages on a land-resource unit basis ranging
from 22.2 in Red River/osborne to 60.o in Arborg/peguis.
These data indicate that a relatívely high number of forage
producers falling into the third quadrant hrere unable to
devote adequate time to forage management because of their
commitment to off-farm employment.
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TÀBLE 9.3

socrAl,, ECoNOMIC ÀND FÀRM
OF CLÀSS 3 FORÀGE PRODUCERS IN

CHÀRÀCTERTSTTCS
THE INTERLÂKE REGION

Characteristics

SociaL

Age (yrs)

Education (yrs)

Economic

å Off-Farm V[ork

Z Land Improved

RCAUs

Farm

Farrn size (ha)

Distance from
wpg (kn)

# of Farms

Red River/ Arbocg/
Osborne Peguis

Inwood/ Isafold
Meleb

x

40.2

ro.7

22.2

75.3

75.2

357.9

38.9

49.2

10. 0

60. 0

80. l_

79 .0

329 .8

l-09.4

46.9

9.1

40.0

45.5

90.7

529 .4

143.0

37 .7 43.5

LO.7 1_0. 0

33.3 35.5

63 .4 63 .2

173.3 1_O3.7

479.6 437 .8

7 6.2 94.4

6119
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with regard to ethniciÈy, Figure g.g indicates that in
Red River/osborne, the l-and resource unit having the highest
concentration of class 3 forage producers, 77.5 percent r¡/ere

British. That such a high percentage of British producers

farming on the fertj-l-e soil-s of Red River/osborne would have

onry fair forage production systems is a function of the time

they devoted to the crop. British farmers in this land-
resource unit were quite witling to engage in off-farm work

thus reducing the amount of time availabte for the management

of forage crops. As for British producers living in Red

River/osborne who had crass 3 forage production systems but
did not work off the farm, there was a tendency for thern to
consider the beef cattle component of their operations, and,

consequently, the forage component, as being subordinate to
the production of grains and oilseeds.

rn summary, class 3 forage producers in the rnterl-ake
region v/ere dominated by producers of British extraction
having relatively srnall cattre herds on farms l-ocated in Red

River/Osborne.

Class 4 Foraqe Producers

Twenty-seven rnterlake forage producers, or 22.9 percent

of al-l- those surveyed fell into the lowest quartile. rsafold,
home to 31-.8 percent of all class 4 foraqe producers, had the



FIGURE 9.9

ETHNICITY OF CLASS 3 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE LAND-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE INTERLAKE REGION
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highest concentratíon of producers with poor forage production

systems. By contrast, in Red River/osborne only 14.3 percent

of forage producers v¡ere categorized as class 4. rn
Arborg/Peguis and rnwood/Meleb the percentage of cl_ass 4

producers \¡ras 24. o and 23 .3, respectively. The areal
distribution of crass 4 forage producers is shown in Figure
9.10.

rt is noteworthy that of the 27 rnterrake forag.e

producers categorized as class 4, 14 vrere located in the
southeastern part of rnwood/Mereb (rnwood/Meleb is aligned
northwest to southeast) and the eastern hal_f of rsafold.
under the FRED Land Acquisition program several_ thousand

hectares of land were purchased in these areas and. converted
from rnarginal agricultural- use to wirdrife habitat (supra,
p.34). Given that over 50 percent of class 4 forage producers

ü/ere located in these same areas 1-5 years later the indication
is that more land shourd have been taken out of production

than was the case.

I^Iith regard to enterprise type, two-thirds of forage
producers with combination beef/dairy operations r¡/ere

categorj-zed as either class 3 or 4. Farmers who diversify
their operations are generarry viewed as progressive because

the strategy is a useful- hedge against fluctuating comrnodity

prices. Hov/ever, these data indicate that forage producers

having both beef and dairy cattle r^rere more likely to have a
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FIGURE 9.10

THE DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS 4 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE INTERLAKE REGION
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onepoor or fair forage system than those who specialízed j-n

livestock class or the other.

The Í scores of class 4 forage producers shown in Figure

9. 11 ref l-ects the poor guality of their forage productj-on

systems. No cl-ass 4 producers coul-d name a forage curtivar
gro\itn on their own f ie]ds, none conducted soil- tests on their
forage fields and few showed an interest in consulting
information sources, using species other than arfalfa or
brome, sowing: pedigreed forage seed t oy applying chernical

fertilizer to forage crops.

The reratively high scores attained by class 4 forage

producers in all- l-and-resource units for the harvesting system

variable hras related more to the scori-ng systern than the
attitude of producers. euite sinpry, the farmers wishing to
store a crop for winter feed had to use a mechanical

harvesting system and, in so doing, scored a minimum of o.4

points. consequently, it was impossibre to have scores as low

for this variable as other variabres used in the
classification system.

The high tame forage score in Red River/osborne, however,

were in contrast to tame forage scores achieved by class 4

producers in other parts of the rnterrake regi-on. The

explanation is that so little l-and in Red River/osborne was

l-eft in a native state that anyone wishing to grohr a forage

crop had no choice but to establish tame forage on cultivabl-e
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FIGURE 9011

MEAN SCORES ATTAINED BY CLASS 4 FORAGE PRODUCERS
IN THE LAND-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE INTERLAKE REGION
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1and. Yet, despite the advantages of fertile, easily tilled
soirs, there were four producers in Red River/osborne who fell-
into the lowest guartile.

when data in Tabre 9.4 are compared with that in Tabres

9.I, 9.2 and 9.3 it i-s apparent that farms occupied by C]ass

4 forage producers r^rere smaller in terms of areal extent, had

a lower percentage of improved land and maintained fewer RCAUs

than did the farms operated by cl-ass !,2 and 3 producers.

The only l-and-resource unit for which this r¡ras not the case

hras Red River/osborne, where one of the four cl-ass 4 forage
producers operated a farm of over 1 ooo ha with 75o beef

cattl-e, thus upwardly skewing the farm síze and RCAU data for
farms of that category.

The x age and average level of education of Class 4

forage producers (Table 9.4) when compared with those of
producers in cl-asses L,2 and 3 were considerably different.
rn crasses !,2 and 3 the x age of forage producers hras 44.5,

45.0 and 43.5, respectively, whereas in class 4 it was s4.2.
with regard to lever of education, forage producers in class
t had, on average, 10.6 years, those in cl-ass 2 had L0.7 years

and those in crass 3 had l-0.0 years, but forage producers with
a class 4 system had only 9.0 years. The failure of order and

less-educated farm operators to adopt good farm management

practices is well- documented Ín the riterature (rrbery
1,9782456) and borne out by these data.
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TABLE 9.4

SOCIÀL, ECONO!ÍIC AND FARIIÍ CHARjACTERISTTCS
OF CLASS 4 FORAGE PRODUCERS IN THE TNTERLÀKE REGION

characteristics Red River/ arborg/ rnwood/ rsaford *
Osborne Peguis Me1eb

Social

Age (yrs) 49 .g 42 .7 57 . o 62.7 s4 .2

Education (yrs) B.O 8.3 8.9 g.g 9.0

Economic

Z Off-Farm Vüork 33.3 20.0 28.6 22.2

Z Land Improved 79.7 74.3 45.2 37.3 50.6

RCAUs 265.0 27.8 79.5 68.0 98.4

Farm

Farm size (ha) 563 . i_ Li-8.7 327 .O 306.4 3l_0.4

Distance from 73.5 l_02.8 96.3 74.7 83.4
wpg (kn)

# of Farms 610
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Figure 9.L2 ill-ustrates that crass 4 forage producers

v/ere largery confined to two ethnic groups: British and

ukrainian. British producers dominated in rsaford, the l-and-

resource unit having the highest concentration of class 4

forage producers, while in rnwood/Meleb the majority of
producers in the lowest quartile were Ukrainian.

rn summary, class 4 forage producers v/ere associated with
older farmers having l-ow l-evers of formal education who

operated farm units in either rsafold or rnwood/Mereb that
were insuf f icient in areal- extent and rnagnitude to be

economicatly viable. operators in rsafol-d hrere of British
descent whil-e those in Inwood/Meleb were Ukrainian.
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ETHNICITY OF CLASS 4 PRODUCERS
IN THE LAND-RESOURCE UNITS OF THE INTERLAKE REGION
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CHAPTER 10

CONCIJUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATTONS

The primary research tool_ used ín this study v¡as a

questionnaire developed to gather farm-level- data on farm

operations in general, forage production systems in particurar
and such dernographic information as âgê, revel- of education

and ethnicity of the operator. Data on forage production

systems served as the basis for the Forage cl_assification
system, while generar farm and demographic data ü/ere used to
expraj-n the differences amonq forage producers in each class.

Although the classification system invorved quite simpre

carculations it was a reliabl-e method by which to rank forage
producers, largery because of its comprexity. By considering
nine production techniques relating to the establishment of
a crop, the nurturing of a growing crop and the harvesting of
a crop, the classification system allowed for producers with
vastry different forage production systems to attain similar
overarl scores and, thus, falJ- into the same category. A1so,

producers who adopted one or two progressive techniques but
scored l-ow in all other areas or, conversely, producers with
high scores on al-I but a few variabr-es would fal] into a

category that reflected their overall score.

The analysis indicated that farm location, farm

129
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enterprise type and ethnicity v/ere factors that could be used

to describe and differentiate between the 4 classes of forage

producers. For exampÌe, crass 1 forage producers r^rere

confined rnainly to the land-resource units of Arborg/peguis

and Red River/osborne. Those in Arborg/peguis $rere generally

of ukrainian descent and concentrated on the production of
forage seed, while those in Red River/osborne v/ere dairymen

of either British or German extraction. crass 4 forage

producers, on the other hand, were generally catttemen farming

in either rsaford or rnwood/Me]eb, with those in the former

land-resource unit being predominantly British and those in
the latter, Ukrainian.

These findings could provide the basis for a subseguent

study measuring the extent to which agricurturar extension

aqents from both government and industry focus their attention
on farmers displaying characteristics of class 1 producers,

while ignoring those exhibiting traits of crass 4 producers.

Another topic related to forage production and worthy of
further study v/as the widespread adoption of round-bale
technoJ-ogy by forage producers in the rnterlake region. rt
is quite remarkable that a technorogy that had onry been

availabre for 10 years had been adopted by 64.4 percent of
all forage producers in the region, including 5s.6 percent of
those in the lowest quartile. A study to determine why forage
producers were so recepti-ve to this technì-que, particularly
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v¡hen it required a rel-atively large capital expenditure would

be useful. rf aspects of the marketing strategy used in
promoting round barers courd be applied with the same degree

of success to the marketing of such forage production

techniques as the use of pedigreed seed and soil testing, the
productivity of forage producers woul-d be considerably
enhanced.

The widespread adoption of round-bale technology among

Interlake forage producers hras in direct contrast to that of
soil testing, a technj-que practised by onry 19 of the 118

forage producers surveyed, with 79.0 percent of them being

cl-ass 1 forage producers located in either Red River/osborne

or rnwood/Me]eb. This study demonstrated a reructance on the
part of class 2, 3 and 4 rnterl-ake forage producers

regardless of l-ocation, enterprise type or ethnicity - to base

the appricatíon of chemicar fertirizer to forage crops on soil-

tests. The need to target fertil-izer rates to the specific
nutrient requirements of a crop is important from both an

economic and environmental perspective. rncreasingly, farmers

are being advised to tail-or the application rates of
fertilizer to individual fields and, in some cases to vary the
rates within a fiel_d. That being the case, it is
inappropriate to foll-ohl generally recommended fertil- izer rates
that have been generated using regionaÌ data. A program

whereby the government underwrites the cost of soir tests on
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land producing a forage crop is one method by which forage
producers courd be introduced to this management technique.
Presumably, once the benefits associated with soil testing
hlere realized, producers would be willing to bear the cost of
annual- soil testing.

Finally, there is a need for a comprehensive study of
the forage-seed industry in the rnterlake region. There has

been interest, worldwide, in reducing agricultural inputs such

as pesticides and fertirizers through the use of crop

rotations that i-ncorporate forages. This is a component of
a sustainable agricurture strategy to combat environmental

degradation. rf the concepts of sustainabte agricurture are

adopted throughout the world, the market for forage seed would

expand astronomically. Farmers of the rnterlake region, a

region having large areas ideally suited for the production

of forage-seed crops, shouÌd be poised to take full advantage

of the potenti-a] offered by sustainabre agriculture.
rt is not uncommon for an agricurtural- area to adopt a

l-ocal crop of some importance as an adjective descriptor.
For example, the midwestern united states are referred to as

the corn Bel-t, the southeastern united states as the cotton
Belt and the Niagara peninsura of southern ontarj-o as the
Fruit Belt. If agricultural- extension workers and all others
with an interest in the promotion of forage crops are

successful in this endeavour, the day may come when rnterlake
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residents consider themselves to be a part of the Forage Belt.
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APPENDIX A

PERENNTATJ FOR;AGE CROPS OF I{:ANITOBÀ

FORjAGE IJEGUMES

Leguminous species have an esteemed position among the
various forage crops. A number of reasons can be advanced in
support of the high status given to regumes. For example,

legurnes can be made into hay of higher feeding varue than

foraqe grasses prirnarily because of the higher leaf to stem

ratio of the former. Young, tender leaves of all plants used

for hay are of about equal feeding varue for herbivorous
animars. but legumes provide more leaves per kilogram than do

grasses. Another irnportant characteristic of legumes j-s their
ability to utirize (when properly inoculated) air nitrogen
that is unavailable to non-reguminous species. Farmers

capitarize on this by incorporating legume species into their
crop-rotation systems, thus reducing fertilízer costs.
Finally, the strong root system associated with a legume

improves the tilth of a soil.
The agronomic characteristics of the various J-egumes

recommended for Manitoba by the MDA are outlined bel_ow. The

information was drawn from sources published by the MDA (MDA
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L984: l--6; MDA 1-988, 105), Agriculture Canada (Goplen and

Gross 1-977: 5-14; Smoliac and Vüilson l_983r 37) and a major

seed company (Northrup King t_986 z 34-46) .

AIfalfa

Uses in Manitoba*:

o hay, pasture, seed

Positive Aspects:

o long-lj-ved perennial (6 years plus)

o easily establi-shed on most soils with good
drainage

o high yieJ-ds of good quality forage

o rapid regrowth after grazing or clipping
Negative Aspects:

o bloat hazard

o good drainage required

o poor persistence when grazed or clipped
frequently

* Uses in Manitoba are Iisted in order of decl.ining importance.
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Sweet Clover

Uses in Manitoba:
o green manure, hay, silage, seed, pasture

Positive Aspects:
o g::äT.iåf5r a wide ranqe of soil and crimaric

o excell_ent for soil and drainage improvement

Negative Aspects:

o low palatability unless harvested early
o coumarin content of some varieties can cause

feeding problems

o seedling stands susceptible to sweet cl_over
weevils

o biennial

Birdsfoot Trefoil

Uses in Manitoba:

o seed, pasture

Positive Aspects:

o long-lived perennial (1-O years plus)

o grows on a wide range of soil, conditions
o reseeds itself when conditi-ons are favourabl-e

o feed value sirni]ar to alfalfa
o no bloat hazard

Negative Aspects:

o poor seedling vigour
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o poor competitor in weedy stands

o slow to come into full production

o lodges easily
o sl-ow recovery after grazing or clipping

Red Clover

Uses in Manitoba:

o seed, hay

Positive Aspects:

o ".=" to establish

o tolerates soils wetter and more acidic than
does alfalfa

Negative Aspects:

o bloat hazard

o short l-ife span (1 to 3 years) due to a number
of crown and root di_seases

Al-sike Clover

Uses in Manitoba:

o hay, seed
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Positive Aspect:

o tolerant to poor drai_nage and acj_dic soils
Negative Aspects:

o bloat hazard

o short life span (2 to 4 years)

o low aftermath vield

FORAGE GRÀ,SSES

The perennial grasses cultivated as forage crops are

generally not as high in feed value as legumes. Nevertheless,

there are other characteristics of grasses that rnake them a

valuable component of a farmerrs forage system. For exampre,

they play an important rol-e in grass-legume mixtures. In
these mixtures it is the grass specíe that resists
encroachment of weeks into the stand, and reduces the

incj-dence of lodging in the legume. when grasses are

established in pure stands, they are usually more persistent
than legumes and better at controlring erosion because of
their fibrous root system.

The agronomj-c characteristj_cs of the grass species

recommended by the MDA are outl-ined below. The information
was drawn from an MDA pubrication (MDA 19Bg: l-03 -a) ¡

Agriculture canada publications (Lawrence and. Heinrichs L966:
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4'6ì Agricurture canada L973) and a Northrup King seed

catalogue (Northrup King 1986: 47-6L) .

Smooth Bromegrass

Uses in Manitoba*:

o hay, pasture, seed

Positive Asr¡ects:

o grows on diversity of soil- types

o drought and heat tolerant
o winter-hardy

o palatable even at mature growth stages

Negative Aspects:

o seed difficult to sor¡/

o slow to establish

o becomes sod bound i_n absence of nitrogen

o weakened by heavy grazing

o susceptible to sinter cror¡ün and root rot

* Uses in Manitoba a¡.e Listed in order of decl.ining importance.
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Tirnothy

Uses in Manitoba:

o seed, hay, pasture

Positive Aspects:

o seed plentíful and 1ow priced

o stand establishment is rapid

o offers rittre competition to regume in mixtures
Negative Aspects:

o :ffiiiÌå:]" to heat and low moisrure

o Iow palatability and feed val-ue at maturity
o weakened by heavy grazing or frequent cutting

Orchard Grass

Uses i-n Manitoba:

o pasture, hay

Positive Aspects:

o rapid establishment

o rapid regrowth following harvest

o shade tolerant
o compatible with al_fal_fa

Negative Aspects:

o only moderately sinter-hardy
o requires high nitrogen inputs for high production

o course and unpalatable at maturity
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Reed Canarygrass

Uses in Manitoba:

o hay, pasture, seed

Positive Aspects:

o grohrs well in wet areas and can withstand
considerable flooding

o remains productive throughout season

o excellent grass for water\¡rays and areas subject
to water erosion

Negative Aspects:

o seed difficul-t to sov/

o slow to establish a sod

o palatability decl_ines rapidly with advance in
rnaturity

o alkal-oids in forage associated with decrease
1n anímal- performance

Russian hÏild Ryegrass

Uses in Manitoba:

o pasture, seed

Positive Aspects:

o well adapted to prairie provinces

o very tolerant of grazing

o palatable and nutritious in mature stage

o good salinity tolerance
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Negative Aspects:

o poor seedling vigour

o poor competitor in estabtishment year

Crested lVheatgrass

Uses in Manitoba:

o pasture, hay, seed

Positive Aspects:

o easily establ_ished on wide range of soj-Is

o withstands close grazing and trampling
o palatable in early spring

Negative Aspects:

o does not tolerate coo1, wet soils
o hay quality deteriorates rapidly after heading

o slow regrowth after harvest

Slender Wheatgrass

Uses in Manitoba:

o hay, seed
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Positive Aspects:

o good seedling vigour

o easily established

o shade tolerant
o forage cures well on stem

o high salinity tolerance

Negative Aspects:

o less competitive and persistent than other
wheatgrass

o not resistant to close or heavy grazínq

Intermediate lüheatgrass

Uses in Manitoba:

o hay, pasture, seed

Positive Aspects:

o begins growth early in spring

o outyields crested wheatgrass and brome in dry
areas

o works wel-l in association with alfalfa
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Negative Aspects:

o less drought tolerant and winter-hardy than
crested wheatgrass

o does not tolerate salinity
o does not persist in areas with poor drainage

TaIl Wheatqrass

Uses in Manitoba:

o hay, seed

Positive Aspects:

o very tolerant of saline soils
o 

:å3î"protein 
and energy rating when harvested

NegatJ-ve Aspects:

o slow to establish

o not as palatable as other wheatgrasses

Creeping Red Fescue

Uses in Manitoba:

o pasture, seed
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Positive Aspects:

o vigorous seedling

o tol-erates low fertility and close grazíng

o tolerates areas too dry for timothy

o starts growth fairly early in spring

o grov/s vigorously }ate to freeze-up

Negative Aspects:

o fair palatability

o vul-nerable to cror¡/n and root rots and to sno!ü
moul-d

Meadow Fescue

Uses in Manitoba:

o seed, pasture

Positive Aspects:

o establ-ished rapidly on wide range of soils
o productive throughout entire growing season

Negative Aspects:

o does not persist under continuous heavy
grazing

o susceptíbIe to leaf rusts
o l_ess palatable than most grasses
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APPENDIX B

ÀNNUAL FORAGE CROPS OF MJANITOBÀ

fn Manitoba míllet, oats, oat-bar]-ey, rnixtures and corn

are the crops most often utilized as annual forages, with
rnill-et and the small grains generalry harvested as green feed

or pasture wire corn is cut and stored as whole-ptant sitage
for winter feeding (Snroliac and Wilson i-993 : 37) .

The rationare for including an annuar crops in a pasture

progirams is that they are characterized by rapíd growth of
nutritious foliage in late spring and. summer whereas perennial

cool--season* forages become semi-dormant at this time and

perennial r¡/arm-season** foragies produce a lower-quality
feedstuff (Fribourg, 1"973, 344) .

while annuar forages do provide an excerlent quality
pasture and increased stock-carrying capacity the costs

associated with their seeding can be prohibitÍve (MDA n.d. ) .
rt rnay be for this reason that only 67 oo0 ha or 1.s percent

Coot-season grasses begin growth early in spring and make maximum devetoprnent by June. They
reach maturity in earty su¡tmer and then become semi-dormant untiI autumn when they resume
vegetative growth.

Uarm-season grasses begin growing Iate in the spring (tate May) but grow continuousl.y until.
earty fatt, producíng much of their fol.iage in midsunmer. They have no fal.t regrowth (CLark
19852 23).
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of all- Manitoba croprand was sown to an annual forage in l-981-

(Census of Canada l-981) .

There are two rnajor advantages to including silage corn

in a forage grogram. First, corn as a feedstuff is high in
energy and low in protein which makes it an excellent
supplement for low-energy, high-protein forage legumes such

as al-farfa and trefoil. second, it is generarry considered

to be easier to make high-quality silage from corn than it is
from forage legumes, primarily because of the nonstructural
carbohydrates constructed by the grain portion of the corn

plant (smith 19812 21,7). smoliac and vüilson (1993 z 37) state
that the use of corn for silage is increasing in the prairie
provinces as earrier hybrids are developed. This observation

is borne out by the ]-984 Manitoba Agricul-ture yearbook (73)

where the hectares of silage corn grov/n in 1950 is risted as

6 880 compared to 18 200 ha gror¡in in L984. Hov/ever, despite
this dramatic increase of l-65 percent in the hectarage devoted

to silage corn production ít remains that corn for whore-

plant silage occupied less than 1 percent of Manitoba cropland

in r984. one possibre expranation for the rel-uctance of
Manitoba producers to grow corn is offered in a Manitoba

Agriculture publication outlining field crop production

recommendations. This source indicates that in the culture
of most cereal crops average management leads to average

yields, but with corn improper management of any one aspect
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of production (seeding, fertilizing, spraying, harvestj_ng, or
storage) may lead to poor results (Manitoba Agriculture t_986:

61).
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ãPPENDIX C

FORAGE PRODT'CTION SURVEY
l,f.Ð[rToBA INTERLÀKE REGION, 1984

2. a) Did you grorv a
5 years ago?

total

I-T-'I

c¡op

FARH INFORHAÎION

l. llhat pcrcento6e of your
farn area rïrs p¡o(lucj-ng
¡rntr l¡cr cr¡nna¡?

q :L^+ ,\-^Lì^-^ r----_.). ,tt4L t,r v¡,rc¡!Ð rrdv u JÐU h¿'j Vith
fnrtnî r)rôrlû.1'inn ìn tho nrcfw¡ru !qo !

5 years?
Year( s)

Lov Yields
poo¡ ge¡mination
È^^ ¡ ì nh^-,,1 -- +PUU¡ ¿¡!¡¡uuurar¡ u
rvÍnter kllL. lodging

. insects
diseaÍie
weeds
other

Poor Quality
ì ^!., n-^+ ^i - ^^- ¿ruH PruLe]n conLent
ñ^^* i^1 ^!^L: 1 i ¿puor Paf aúaDl--t l_úy
other

ôt hpr n¡nh'l onc

6. oo you use forage crops
rotation?
Yes.... i I'io....0
lf yes, Hhat rotatÍons

lThen roalting management decisions
concernj.ng forage crops, hov/ do
you rate the fol-l-owing sources:

I'ihat crops otlìer'than forages did
you g¡ov.¡ in l9B4 and l98O?

984 I 9B(

','heat
ParIey
1^+^

Lher

fora6e

No....O

ff yes, what percenta5e of
Your total acreage s,aË then
Ín forage?

If therc has been a change
over the past 5 years then
is this related to your
livestock ente¡p¡i6e?

TT-l

No....0 n
Pl-ease explain.

How nany aninals did
( sumrner and lvinter)
and ltBO?

l'/in.
l9B¿r

Su m.
1 984

Win.
I 980

Sum.
I 9Bo

Dairy
She ep

ìo6s
Ither

How v/ould you presently cJ.assify
your type of farrn?
Dairy. ........1
Cattle. .... ....2
Hogs. . ... .....3
V/heat. ........\
Smal-1 Grain (ex. wheat).....5
l{lxed: livestock Comb,. .....6

Fie¡.d Crop ConU..,...?
0ther.

tr

b)

you feed
ln l984 t-lU

do you use?

I

4.

tr
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Total
Âc¡es

(q^ J
1<e ¡c

ìr1 I aÃe

spp.
(^c. )

rern.
Paet.

c. v.
(^c.)

Íieed
Gr.

Hay&
Paet.

iloe d
Meth.

Conp.
Crop
('l'ype )

CODES

ipeclee: Graee - Bl Bluograaa.r. B¡ Broú€8rass, cRF cr-sepLng Red F€acue, HF Meador. F€6cu€, oo orchård craaa, Rssd canary c¡a6a,T 1T-nothyr Clv crested lllheatgrase, IYr Intõr¡redlate Whéat6raee, sIr Slendår Wheatgraaa ' -'--
Legune - A Alfalfar AC Alslke Clovo¡, BT Blrdsfoot Trefoll, Rc Red Clover, Sc sreet Clover
Ce¡eal - Cn Corn, Ba Barley, Ot Oate

c'v': I Algonquln,2 Ânchorr, Angusr l¡ Apollo, !^Banner, 6 Baylor, z^B€gconr_8 Beaverr g Blalr, lo cârlton, ll char¡p, lz chlof,l4 cllùax' l5 creer l6 Emplie,-¡7 t;ñslsn, io_rrooã, is-Hürr";', zo-xayr'zî f;;:àâ í,ragna,_41 Nordan,_24 Norgord, 25 parkxay,26 prcketar, 2/ poiara, zB Ra;brer, 2p-Ránseranderi ro ü;;;;;å, 5r sþí.eãor-iii jã rr,o", JJ rrader, )4 yehnar¡ ,, vlsra, )6
seed G¡ade: B B¡€od€rr s select, F Foundatlon, R Roglster€d, co c€rH,fled, co conuon
seedlng Hethod: Bc Broadcaatr sD seed Dr111, ss sod sesd; oÌazrng syat€rn: c contr-nuoua, D D€fo¡¡ed, R Rotatloiràù, s strip
Hayl-ng syaten: cB conventlonel Bal€r RB 8oo lb. Round Bale, Rtz l2oo rb. Round Balo, st stack, x covsrod, o uncover€d
Sllo: P Plt, St Stack, H llorlzontal, V Vertlcal, SV Soa1od Vertlcal

FORAGE PRODUCTION - SUMMER

Year &
Season
l';eeded

(iham.Fcrt.
('l'ypc&

Appl.lìa te )

l.lanurs
( Type&

^ppr.lla Le )

I 984

5o1 L
Tea t

SpraJ
( typr

^Ppl.lla Le )

Gra z.
Sy6 L.
('fype)

Bale
Syet
('l'vp

Silo
'rvpe

Ylds.
Per

^cre

¡'eed or
Plan t

^nal'y 
61s

Fo ra üe
So1.l

1c¡Bt15

Fora6e
Pu rc lr.
l984-'t

llarves
l)er1od

lJ Chlmo,

Yukon

P
UIo
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PERSONÀL

l. tie¡e you raiserl on a farn?
yes....l llo....O

I f yes, horz manY Jni les is i;[-
froir túis farm? fT-fn.n
I f no, in lvhat town were You
raise d?

located?

2. a) Did you operate a farm
befoie this one?

Yes....1 ' No....0
If yes, where was the farm

',Ihat uas Lhe to:aI acreage
ope¡a',ed in l98rì? fn--n
r.lou J- ci you i.-r dice +. e the
ac¡ea¿je vhich is ovJned and
that r'¡hich is leased?
(rwn e d
Leased
Otbe¡
Do you have a.n occuPation
othe¡ thán farrning?
Yes....1 I¡o....O
If yes, 6pecify
Dj-d you vrork off the farrû
in 1984?

Yes....1 I{o....O
I f yes , v¡as vrork:
Part-time.... l
-f.u1l--frEe....¿
What type of wo¡h?

). G I

TIÞ i,)

6. a)

NTTI
H+l-l

tr

n
I

o)b)

c)

For how many yea¡6 dld You
operatelt? | | I

Did you aove because this
farm offers:
rnore totaf acrea8e....... I
roore cuÌtivable acreage..2
betfer soil tYPe. ......,.5
better soil drainage.....4
better buildings. ........2
nea¡ness to naiket. .,....6
other. . ...,.7

Fo¡ how many Yea¡s have You
oþerated tf¡-is farm?

a) Since purchasin8 this farm
have You inc¡eased the
cul-tivated acreage
Yes.... I No....0
If yes, was it added bY:

Purchasing cultivated lanC
Acres _

Purchasing land requirj-ne
clearing or draining
Acres 

-

Year Purchased-
Year cleared 

-

Subsidy:Yes...'l No....u
ClearinS ov¡ned Iand
Acres 

-_

yea¡s 

-

Subsidy:-TeEl-. J No....0

Draining owned lan¡
¡^FÞq

Yea¡s
suusi.aî.GliTl Ì1o....0

b) On rv¡at Percenlage of the
clea¡ed o¡ drained Land
have You Produceci forage?

rT-l

a) What was the highest level
of 6choo]Ín8 achieved?
81e8entary............0
Some High Schoo1...... I
High Schoo1 Dip1oma...2
Some CoIIege..... .....3
College Diplona. ......4
Some University.. .....,
University Degree.....6
Other. .........7

b) V/hat r/as you¡ field of
specialty- ( 1f apPLicable) ?

ìïou1d you mind LeJ.ling tne your | , ,

alproximateage? | | |

Do vou or a nember of Your
family speak any of the
following lang'ua6es?

Uk¡ainlan,....1 fcelandic,,...U 
-German/Drtch..2 Sca¡dinavia¡..t Ll

F¡ench. ....,..3 Po1ish........6 Tl
Othe¡. .....7 -
Has an illness or injurY ever
interfered vrith Your oPerating
Lhe farm (Particuì-arlY forage
^-^¡"^+{¡nì9y¡ vqu v v¿vr¡ / .

Yes....l No....o l-I
If yes, exPlaln.

n

E

tr

?.

4.

tr

H

9.

rl

tr

n
n:

lo.

Flnally, YrouLd you indicate any chan6es you have uade in the forage
r¡oduction systeE on thls farm-since purchasin8 it, and any changes

yãu .anticipaie naking 1n the luture?
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APPENDTX D

PREAMBLE TO QUESTIONNATRE

Hell-o- My name is David Armitage and r am studying in
the Department of Geography at the university of Manitoba.

r am interested in learning about forage production in the
rnterl-ake region and would be very gratefur if you supply rne

with some ansh/ers to questions I have on the subject.
rn particular, r am concerned with the types of forage

produced, how they are managed and any probrems farmers are

experienci-ng with production. The information you provide me

with will be pooled along with that from over 1oo other
farmers. Àt no time wil-l your name or farm operation be

identifiable. May r stress that r am a university student,
not working for the government or any other organization.
The information r collect is strictly confídential.

My objective in this project is to describe the various
forage production systems observed and indicate hrays in which

the systems might be improved.



APPENDIX E

TOPOGRJAPHTC SHEETS USED IN THE SELECTION
INTERLÀKE SÀMPLE FAR}ÍS

YEAR
PUBLÏSHED

19 B1

19 80
t973
1980
19 B0
19 80
1980
1980
19 B0

L97 s
L97 s

r97 6

L97 6

L97 6
L97 6
L97 6

l-984
L984

AERIAL
PHOTO

UPDATE

1977 -78

L977 -7 I
196 8
L977 -7 B

I97t -7 I
r977 -78
L977 -78
1977 -78
1977 -7 8

L9t0
l-970

r97 0
L97 0

L970
I970
t970

L976-78
r976-78

153

YEAR OF

CULTURE
CHECK

L97 I

L977
L97 0
L978
l-977
7978
L97 I
L978
]-978

L973
L973

L97 4
L974

L97 4
L97 4
L974

T982
L982

OF

SHEET
NIIMBER

62HL4

62r3
62r4
oz L )
62r6
62ILL
62IL2
62TL3
62r14

SHEET
NA}IE

w rrrrrrPYË

S tonewall
i.rlarren
St. Laurent
Teulon
Fraserwood
Narcisse
Poplarfield
Arborg

Lundar
Eriksdale

Ashern
Ebb & Flow Lake

Steep Rock
Moosehorn
Fairford

Shorncliffe
Hodgson

oz J
ozJ

620
620

9

L6

1

¿

6207
6208
620I0

62P3
62P4
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